A Complete Guide to Kitchens, Bathrooms & Flooring

The ACo Way
LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE.

DO YOU
LOVE
WHERE
YOU LIVE?
Go to liveaco.com/love-it to find out.
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What Does it Mean to

LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE?
Work is demanding. Relationships are
complicated. Obligations are unending.
Life is challenging. Where is your refuge?
Where do you escape when you need
to relax and recharge? Where do you
go when you need to find unconditional
acceptance and a place where you truly
belong?
Home.
At your doorstep, the cares, worries,
and distractions of the world are left
behind. You do not invite them in. Instead,
you enter your sanctuary, slip off your
shoes and stresses, and create treasured
memories of belonging, of loved ones,
of peace and comfort. This is your place.
Home is not only where your heart is; it is
where you are free to be nothing but you –
and to be everything that you are.
What does “Love Where You Live”
mean to you?

LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE
It’s been said that home is not a place,
it’s a feeling… one of warmth and security
and happiness – one of love. It has the
power to put your worries at ease and
the power to transform four walls into
something more. Something that makes
you say you LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE.
This is how we want your home to
feel. Yet as many of us know, sometimes
creating, let alone finding, that feeling is
easier said than done. But no one said you
had to do it alone.
That’s why ACo exists. To help you
create a space where you love to live. And
while some may see ACo as just another
company in the renovation business, the

truth is, we’re more than that – we’re a
company in the home business. Because if
you truly love where you live, you always
feel at home. And that principle has been
our guiding star since our inception – it’s
molded our mission and inspired our
motto of “love where you live.”
And it starts with our approach.
By simplifying the remodel process
and eliminating the fear of the unknown,
we put homeowners at ease. And that’s
really what “love where you live” is
about, relieving anxiety – of discomfort,
of choice, and of uncertainty. Because
let’s face it… building a new home or
remodeling a current one is a giant
undertaking. The sheer amount of choices
and decisions you have to make can be
frustrating and even overwhelming. But
our cultivated team of experts, specializing
in everything from design to construction,
partner with you through every step of the
renovation process. And through constant,
open communication, clear deliverables,
and well-defined expectations, we guide
you through the creation of your luxurious
kitchen, lavish bath, beautiful cabinets, or
stunning flooring space so you can truly
love where you live.
Because at the end of the day, if you
don’t love where you live, do you really
ever feel home?
And now you can find out.
Check out our interactive quiz that can
help you determine if you’re really loving
where you’re living, as well as how to
capture that feeling of home. Visit
liveaco.com/love-it to find out if you love
where you live!

The ACo Way
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The Team

The ACo Team:

EXCEPTIONAL
PEOPLE
Our team members are an elite team of talented and experienced
individuals all striving for the same goals. We create and support an
environment that allows for creative thinking using human ingenuity
and innovation. We only employ those who are committed to be the
best and holding one another accountable in reaching our team goals.
These values go without saying and embody the philosophy of those
who work at ACo:
IMPECCABLE WITH OUR WORD – We keep promises and
honor commitments
TAKE PRIDE IN WHAT WE DO – We believe in quality over
quantity

hire. Our experienced team members are at the top of the field, and
they are committed to working collaboratively to achieve your goals.
Our people leverage their creative thinking and technical skills to
bring your vision to life with courtesy and consideration. This is your
space, and we want your experience to be enjoyable and stress-free.

AT A C O W E ’ R E A L L A B O U T T H E LO V E .
Whether we’re helping homeowners transform their home worryfree, or nurturing a vibrant culture here at the office, our ultimate
mission is to help people connect. At the end of the day loving life is
all about the human connections we make. Love where you live... and
work!

COMMITTED to do what it takes to be successful
FAIR AND HONEST – We always do the right thing

OUR CORE VALUES:

GRATEFUL for the opportunities in our lives

Our core values are timeless guiding principles we live by. These
values define our culture and who we are as people.

We approach your home improvement project with meticulous
planning and expert execution. This approach begins with who we

EXCELLENCE – We strive to improve every day. We do more
than what it takes, and we leave things better than we found
them.
“Be the best you can at what you do – no matter what you do.”

can rely on our team’s wealth

ACCOUNTABILITY – We are responsible for our future and
accountable for our actions.

of knowledge, experience, and

“It starts and ends with you.”

“Working at ACo, I love that I

problem-solving skills to help
turn my clients dream remodel
or new home build into a reality.”
– CARLIE SUSKI
Design & Sales Consultant
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CANDOR – We appreciate Truth over Harmony. We have tough
conversation and healthy debate – we communicate openly and
honestly.
“Truth over Harmony, Tina.”

CURIOSITY – We seek to find the truth and understand
the “why” to everything. We keep an open mind. We don’t
make assumptions but seek to understand others.

“I am a true believer that beautiful interior

“Stay curious, my friends.”

and how they live in their home. At ACo,

TEAMWORK – We work together toward a common
vision and goals. We celebrate the wins and losses
together.
“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much.”

spaces can transform how people feel
I have the freedom and resources to
create crisp, timeless spaces that are
functional, welcoming and polished for
my clients.”
– DANI KOHL Design & Sales Consultant

HUMILITY – We don’t think less of ourselves; we think of
ourselves less.
“Be a good friend to all people.”
SELF-AWARENESS – We know our strengths and
weaknesses.
“Know thyself.”

Our people leverage their creative thinking and technical
skills to bring your vision to life with courtesy and
consideration. This is your space, and we want your
experience to be enjoyable and stress-free.

The ACo Way
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Philosophy

The ACo Way
The ACo Way is built on exceptional people, streamlined
processes, and the ACo Guarantee.
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The ACo Way
LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE.

2. M E A S U R E

Selections
Pricing
Drawings

Verify Measurements & Scope
Design Revisions
Finalized Drawings

3. I N S T A L L
Product Procurement
Scheduling
Installation

© Shaw USA

1. D E S I G N

Work. School. Meetings. Traffic.
Committees. Practices and rehearsals. Life
is hectic, and we all have obligations and
commitments that strain our time – and,
often, our energy. Then we get home. It
should be a refuge where we can leave the
cares of the world at the door, kick off our
shoes, and relax. The prospect of home
improvement can be intimidating and
overwhelming, but the ACo Way ensures it is
stress-free, positive, and results in your dream
kitchen, bath, or flooring project.

W H AT I S T H E “A C O WAY ”
The ACo Way is our commitment to
you. We want you to love where you live.
We understand that this can be challenging
when you have contractors and crews in your
personal space. That’s why we take every step
possible to ensure a positive experience.
The ACo Way is built on exceptional
people, streamlined processes, and the ACo
Guarantee.

EXCEPTIONAL PEOPLE
We approach your home improvement
project with meticulous planning and expert
execution. We approach hiring the same way.
Our experienced team members are at the
top of the field, and just as importantly, they
are committed to working collaboratively to
achieve your goals.

Our people leverage their creative
thinking, ingenuity, and technical skills to
bring your vision to life. And you couldn’t ask
for a nicer, more thoughtful team working
in your home! We believe that courtesy,
consideration, and attentiveness are essential
to your experience. This is your space, and
we want your experience to be enjoyable and
stress-free.

STREAMLINED PROCESS
Our behind-the-scenes process is complex
so your experience with us isn’t. We walk
you through each step in a streamlined and
efficient way:
1. D E S I G N
Selections
Pricing
Drawings
2. M E A S U R E
Verify
Measurements & Scope
Design Revisions
Finalized Drawings
3. I N S T A L L
Product Procurement
Scheduling
Installation

We’ll handle the heavy lifting so you can
enjoy watching your project come to fruition.

THE ACO GUARANTEE
ACo offers a Change Order Guarantee.
We produce detailed drawings, measure
twice, conduct onsite pre-construction visits,
and yet, surprises can lurk behind walls and
inside floors. We do not want to delay your
project or blow up your budget, so we cover
up to $1,000 of potentially hidden change
orders. Another way we build peace of mind
into your project.
We also guarantee that you will love
where you live. This is a promise that guides
everything we do and that drives everyone
who works on your project team.

$1,000 Change
Order
Guarantee
The ACo Guarantee covers up to $1,000
of potentially hidden change orders.
Another way we build peace of mind
into your project.

LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE
The ACo Way isn’t the only way to
approach a home improvement project.
We believe it is the most efficient, effective,
streamlined, path – and one that allows you
to enjoy the process as you see your plans
and visions take shape in front of you. When
your project is finished, you will love where
you live.

The ACo Way
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Design Studio

The ACo
Design Studio
MAKING IT EASIER TO LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE.
Coordinating the perfect products and selections for your home
can be daunting but we are here to help.
The ACo Design Studio recently moved to the Hub & Spoke Design
Center in Fishers, Indiana. Located on the south side of 106th street
between Hague Road and Crosspoint Boulevard – in the heart of
the developing downtown Fishers business community. The light filled
showroom and inspiring environs of Hub & Spoke are conveniently
located on the future Nickel Plate Trail.
Our design studio has been curated and designed to be simple and
inspirational. The open space presents a vast amount of options for
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clients, designers, and builders to come in and enjoy a one stop shop for
flooring, cabinets, kitchens, and baths without being overwhelmed.
ACo’s design studio is organized and presented in a cohesive fashion
to make the selection process easy.
Feel free to stop by for inspiration and view samples or take them
home to see how they will look in your space. Schedule a consultation
with one of our designers to help you coordinate all the selections to
ensure you truly love where you live.

The ACo Way
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Choices

THE
REMODELING
CHALLENGE:

Too Many
Choices
and Decisions
to Make!
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It’s easy to become overwhelmed with remodeling decisions. Although it helps to start at
the beginning and envision how you see yourself using the space.
Do you want a clean, contemporary kitchen perfect for hosting an elegant brunch
or casual dinner party? Or do you picture an open and welcoming space, with flair
and personality, perfect for family dinners or large holiday gatherings?
Do you imagine a luxurious, spa-like experience in your master bath? Or a relaxing,
eco-friendly retreat that echoes elements from nature?
When you are ready for a remodel, the big question is: what can you do to prevent
feeling stressed by all the decisions ahead of you?
1

S TA RT W I T H W H AT I N S P I R E S Y O U .

Whether you browse showrooms, click through Pinterest, or flip through design
magazines, take some time to really think through what you want. Don’t put pressure on
yourself to decide on every facet of your project at this point. Just relax, look at the options
available, and discover what speaks to you.
To achieve the look you want, it feels like you must make thousands of decisions based
on style, function, features, and budget. It can be difficult to balance these and make the
right decisions that will bring your vision to reality.
2

T H I N K B I G P I C T U R E A T F I R S T.

Don’t let your favorite paint color guide your decisions! Start with the major elements,
such as flooring and cabinetry. Then work your way through lighting, hardware, and color.
Big, permanent choices should be made first: they will have the most significant impact on
your budget, timeline, and results. Then, as you clarify these in your mind (and in drawings
with your designer), you can begin to think about the smaller components.
Today’s manufacturers offer a stunning range of options. There is an endless selection
of stoves, refrigerators, washers/dryers, floorings, countertops, fixtures, faucets, tubs,
showers… and then there are the colors, patterns, and textures.
But too much is just too much; it can lead to decision fatigue. When we make too many
choices, the quality of our decisions is reduced. We may avoid decisions or make impulsive
choices. So how do you best navigate this decision-making process?
3

W O R K W I T H A PA RT N E R .

Being able to rely on a trusted designer and project manager takes a great deal of the
stress out of your project. Before you hire someone, make sure to ask plenty of questions so
you understand their process, timeline, and how they will keep on budget. You also want to
find a designer who listens to your wants and needs, someone who understands your vision.
Lean on their expertise when making decisions. It’s your home, but their experience can
help you see options more clearly and make decisions that you’ll love living with.
Home improvement doesn’t have to be stressful or overwhelming. We guide our clients
through a simple approach, the ACo Way, which ensures a worry-free kitchen or bath
remodel and a home in which you’ll love where you live.

The ACo Way
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Virtual Design

Making Virtual

YOUR NEW REALITY
ACo Modernizes with Virtual In-Home Design to Help You
Love Where You Live
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There is no doubt about it – 2020 will be remembered as the year in which
the world was forced to change. As government officials imposed mandates to
temporarily close businesses and shared strict social distancing directives, suddenly
all of society had to learn to adapt to a new normal. But as the old adage goes,
“The only thing that is constant is change.” As such, individuals, families, and
businesses all modified their way of life in order to help the greater good.
“Adversity inspires innovation,” says David Decker, owner of ACo, a Fishersbased remodeling company that specializes in floorings, cabinets, kitchens, and
baths. “That’s why at ACo, we have modernized our business to work virtually as
much as possible. Virtual design services are the new reality.”
Now, more than ever, community members are looking forward to looking
forward. People have no interest in putting their plans on indefinite hold. Quite
the contrary, they want to look to the future. Between jobs, family, and life’s
many obligations, often home improvement projects take a backseat priority as
homeowners struggle to carve out the necessary time to do the proper research
and discuss viable options. Right now, however, society is presented with a unique
opportunity to take a breath, open one’s laptop, and, without feeling rushed or
frazzled, dream big.
Whether a homeowner is planning a new kitchen, master bathroom, or
replacing flooring, ACo can guide folks through the challenges of designing a
project, taking measurements, and selecting the perfect finishes using a virtual,
safe, worry-free approach.
The process starts when a homeowner like you connects with ACo via their
website. You can start by using the ACo Budget Calculator to get a baseline for
your remodel or go straight to requesting your free virtual in-home consultation.
An ACo designer will reach out to establish which apps you will utilize for
videoconferencing, measuring, and design inspiration. After helping you
download the apps to your phone, tablet, or computer, the designer will conduct
the initial virtual design consultation.

ACo MAKES IT EASY!
When you’re ready to tackle a home improvement project while practicing social
distancing but aren’t sure where to start, ACo is here to help. Using video conferencing,
in-home measuring apps, virtual reality, and our flooring visualizer, our designers will
guide you through planning and executing your project from afar.

The ACo Way
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HOW A VIRTUAL DESIGN
C O N S U LT A T I O N W O R K S
As part of the process, you will give your designer
a tour of the space you want to remodel via video
conference before discussing design inspiration,
project details, and budget. Homeowners may choose
to utilize Pinterest, Houzz, or Morpholio Board
to exchange ideas, find inspiration, or brainstorm
possibilities.
The designer will then walk you through how to
measure doors, windows, trim, and any odd spaces.
This is when more of those virtual apps like the
Measure App, MagicPlan, and CamtoPlan will come
in handy, helping you measure and helping your
designer get the full picture of the layout of your
rooms.
Your ACo Designer will then provide you an
estimate and selection mood board via another Zoom
video conference and the Morpholio Board App.
“Many people like to share inspiration photos
with their ACo designer to give them an idea of their
preferences or vision. As a designer, I love the reaction
I get when I pull their inspiration together and present
a Morpholio Mood board,” says Carlie Suski, ACo
Design & Sales Consultant. “It has a definite wow
factor.”
Then comes the selection process where the
designer will virtually walk you through choosing
your flooring, cabinets, and finishes from the ACo
showroom utilizing video conference. Dani Kohl,
Design and Sales Consultant with ACo, maintains
that there is no magic in achieving a great virtual
design.
“It’s all about my creativity and commitment,
combined with my team’s hard work, to keep clients
engaged,” says Kohl. “But most of all, I like to keep
the fun and enthusiasm in any and all of my designs.”

FLOORVANA+ FLOORING
VISUALIZER
Another helpful tool you can access through ACo
is the Flooring Visualizer. This tool lets homeowners
envision various flooring options from Shaw in their
space via their computer, phone, or tablet. All you
do is upload an image of the room you want to focus
on, view the wide array of Shaw Floors solutions,
and see how they bring your space to life. You can try
out different designs and styles, save and organize the
options you like best, and have your ACo designer

16
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ACo’s website features many helpful design applications, like the Floorvana+ Flooring Visualizer, to help
client’s find inspiration, make design decisions, and visualize their finished projects.

S O, W H AT D O E S A V I RT U A L
IN-HOME DESIGN LOOK LIKE?

Image © Morphillio

VIRTUA L

IN HO M E

1. DESIGN
S E L E CT I O N S
Morphillio Mood Boards help reflect a client’s style preferences
and project vision.

help you determine what color, style, and material
complements the aesthetics of your home.
“I’ve been using the Flooring Visualizer with clients
for a few months now,” says Todd Moretto, another
of ACo’s Design & Sales Consultants who specializes
in flooring. “Clients love that they can use this
augmented reality to get a clearer picture of how new
flooring will transform their home, as well as decide
what truly looks best in their space.”
After creating a new design board and sharing the
selections you have made via Morpholio, the designer
will drop off samples on your front porch that you
want to see in person. Then final design selections,
drawings, and pricing are shared virtually.

PRICING
D R AW I N G S

2. M E A SUR E
V E R I F Y M E A S U R E M E NT & S C O P E
REVISIONS
F I N A L I Z E D D R AW I N G S

3. INSTA L L
P R O D U CT P R O C U R E M E NT
SCHEDULING
I N S TA L L AT I O N

MEASUREMENTS, REVISIONS,
A N D I N S TA L L AT I O N
Once selections have been made and the design
is ready for field measure, you can either proceed
with the in-home measure process or wait until you
are more comfortable for an in-home visit to finalize
measurements and scope.
When it comes time for in-home measurement and
scope review by the designer and pre-construction
manager, all necessary actions and sanitary
precautions will be taken to ensure all parties are
healthy – for instance, thoroughly washing hands
& using hand sanitizer upon arrival, wearing shoe
covers & rubber gloves, maintaining a social distance
of six feet or more, and wiping down doorknobs,
light fixtures, counters, and other surfaces. Following
revisions and contract acceptance (all done virtually),
installation will follow the same safety precautions
noted above, as well as include a jobsite sanitation
station for the duration of your remodel.

“Many people like to share inspiration photos with their ACo designer to
give them an idea of their preferences or vision. As a designer, I love the
reaction I get when I pull their inspiration together and present a Morpholio
Mood board.”
– CARLI SUSKI Design & Sales Consultant

“When homeowners are ready to tackle a home
improvement project while practicing social distancing
but aren’t sure where to start, ACo is here to help,”
says Decker. “Using video conferencing, in-home
measuring apps, virtual reality, and our flooring
visualizer, our designers will guide you through
planning and executing your project from afar.”

The ACo Way
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Virtual Design

How Virtual Reality is
TRANSFORMING
HOME REMODELS
Remember the days when you were limited
to dreaming about what your home remodel
might look like, only to be let down by your
own imagination once it’s actually finished?
Well, thanks to Virtual Reality (VR), those days
are all but gone.
VR, an augmented technology that
superimposes holographic images onto real
settings, is transforming the home remodel
process by eliminating the gap between your
imagination and the space you’re remodeling.

W H AT D O E S V I RT U A L
REALITY MEAN FOR
HOMEOWNERS?
Using VR technology, you can experience
an immersive, 3D rendering of your home
remodel before construction even begins. Now,
you can see how everythingVirtual Reality
in your remodel – the walls, ceilings, kitchen,
bathrooms, floors, furniture, and lighting –
aesthetically interacts to ensure your new design
meets all of your needs, removing surprises
down the road and helping manage costs.

IT’S LIKE TEST DRIVING
A REMODEL BEFORE YOU
B U Y I T.
And to make this VR home remodel “test
drive” possible for our customers, our ACo
designers utilize three important tools:

2020 DESIGN
With 2020 Design and just a few photos
of your home, our designers can create a
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custom, fully immersive 3D rendering of your
remodeled kitchen you can experience in VR.
2020 Design also enables our designers to add
real products and specific details and finishes
such as appliances, flooring, and cabinets to
renderings, as well as make adjustments to your
rendering in real-time, automatically calculate
item lists and quotes to keep you on budget,
and send orders to suppliers and provide
detailed instructions to installers.

CHIEF ARCHITECT
Another tool our designers use to bring
home remodel projects to life is Chief
Architect. Chief Architect’s automated building
tools for home, interior, and kitchen and bath
design make it easy for our designers to create
360-degree Panorama Renderings and full 3D
VR models for you to experience.

VIVE VR SYSTEM
Once your custom 3D home remodel
rendering is created, you probably will want to
experience it, right? But how do you do that?
That’s where VIVE’s VR System comes in.
Using VIVE, or a VR system like VIVE, you
can experience your remodel like never before.
One thing to note, you’ll need a VR system to
get the full remodel experience – lucky for you,
ACo has its own system for our customers.
VR is a fantastic tool to help you visualize
your finished space – it’s the future. And it’s
just one of the many services we offer our
customers to ensure you truly love where you
live.

The ACo Way
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Emotional Rollercoaster

The Remodeling

E M OT I O N A L
R O L L E R C OA S T E R
You: So excited for this remodel!
Cannot wait!
Also You: How is this going to turn
out? Did I make the right choices?
What did I get myself into?

Life is full of twists and turns. A major
kitchen and bathroom remodel? That’s
a next level physics-defying-loop-deloop, stomach-churning-drop, emotional
rollercoaster.
When you are undertaking an extensive
kitchen or bathroom remodel, it is
important to know what to expect – both
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in terms of the process and the emotions
you can expect to experience during your
project.

THE “THIS IS THE BEST
IDEA EVER” STAGE
The possibilities! The potential! The
power to transform your house into
your dream home, one room at a time!
A remodel is exciting: everything from
scouring showrooms and Pinterest for
inspiration to working with your contractor
to nail down the details on your design is a
“high” on the remodel rollercoaster.
Most people experience a little dip
after the design phase, but spirits quickly

rebound when you review working drawings
and designs. You really begin to see your
updated, upgraded, up-styled kitchen and/
or bathroom take shape.
Best. Idea. Ever. Give yourself a pat on
the back. You got this.

WHOA… HOLD ON!
It’s about to get interesting. Putting
your work out to bid often causes a drop
in excitement – and a corresponding
increase in anxiety. Nothing’s happening
yet. You may be worried about cost
overruns, wondering if you’ve made the
right decisions, concerned that your vision
is blurry!

work is being done because it often feels
like nothing is being done. In reality, mud is
drying, cement is curing, your contractor’s
communicating with inspectors… it may
be happening “behind the scenes” but it is
happening.
At this stage, nerves can fray. There’s a
“mess” (though your contractor will keep
a tidy worksite, you will definitely know he
or she is there!). There’s a loss of privacy.
There’s a feeling that this all just needs to be
done so you can go back to normal.
Understandable.

But then bids come in. Contracts are
signed. Work gets started. Finally! It’s
happening, and you’re climbing once more.
Through demolition and rough framing, the
forward momentum carries you to another
peak.
What goes up must come down? Well, not
always… but, in this case, yes!

WHY ARE YOU IN MY
HOUSE?!
Reality sets in. In the morning, you love
to make yourself a cup of strong coffee and
sit at the kitchen table, enjoying some quiet
moments to yourself. And your contractor.
And the crew. And tools. And protective
plastic sheeting. And no sink.
Relaxing, right?
No matter how conscientious the
contractor or courteous the crew, there is
a sense of intrusion. You home is being
invaded. Ripped open and apart. You also
have to change or tweak your routine, which
can be unsettling and stressful.
After the buzz of seeing a wall framed up
here or another knocked down there, work
appears to slow. Drywall. Sanding. Electrical
wiring. Plumbing. Just get these people out of
my house!
It can be frustrating when the “dirty”

CURBING
CONSTRUCTION
CRAZINESS
How can you keep your cool during a
remodel?
• Start at the beginning. Choose the right
contractor. Christian Nolan, who owns
a property renovated by This Old House
TV, says, “You need to have an amazing
sense of trust with your contractor. You
need to be able to trust that they are
doing the right thing. If you trust the
people you’re working with, it takes away
the stress. If you don’t, you’ll be secondguessing if they’re doing it right or cutting
costs.”

REMODELING EMOTIONAL ROLLER COASTER
DEMOLITION

DESIGN

FINISHED
PROJECT
MOVE-IN

WORKING
DRAWINGS

EMOTIONAL LEVEL

ROUGH
FRAMING

PUNCH LIST

ROUGH-INS:
PLUMBING
HEATING
ELECTRICAL
INSULATION

BIDS
DRYWALL
HUNG

FLOORING
FINISHED
ELECTRICAL
PLUMBING &
FIXTURES

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

• Stick to your routine as much as
possible. You may have to enjoy your
coffee in another room or go to a coffee
shop. You may have to skip your evening
soak and take a shower in the guest
bathroom. Make small changes that
allow you to still do what you do. It won’t
last forever.
• Keep the end goal in mind. When
the going gets tough, go back to your
drawings. Go back to your vision. It will
be realized. It will be done. You will enjoy
the kitchen or bathroom you’ve always
wanted. Really!

Just when you need it most, there is a light
at the end of the tunnel. Your contractor
is completing the remodel punch list. The
crew is moving out, and you’re moving back
in (whether you physically left your home
or not, you will start getting back to your
routine), and…

A kitchen or bathroom remodel can be an
emotional rollercoaster. Why not buckle in
and enjoy the ride! We’ll guide you through
every step of the process, ensuring you feel
far more excitement and fun than unease
and anxiety.

TILE

DRYWALL
SANDING

PRE-CONSTRUCTION

• Communicate! Keep in touch with your
contractor. Ask about progress. Relay any
concerns. Check in on the schedule so
you know what’s happening, when. The
more you know, the less you stress. It’s
being kept in the dark (not literally; your
electrician turned the power back on!)
that can be difficult.

THE PROJECT IS DONE!

PAINTING

CONTRACT

• Accept that you will feel some stress.
It’s going to happen. Working with the
right contractor will make sure it happens
much less, but you can expect some
mixed emotions. These feelings are a
normal part of the process, and you
can manage them with healthy habits.
Just getting out for a walk can help
enormously.

POSTCON

The ACo Way
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So, You’re
Looking for
New Flooring
22
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When customers come to ACo in search of new flooring
options, the first thing the design team does is pose several
lifestyle questions to help guide the selection process. They
learn which room needs new flooring, the planned use for the
space, who will be using it and whether or not kids or pets fit
into the equation.
“From there, we start going down a path of what will work
best for the customer,” says David Decker, owner of ACo.

CARPET OPTIONS INCLUDE:
TWO-TONED CUT PILE: Soft and dense, ideal for
families with little ones who play a great deal on the
floor.

Decker says. “If you want the wood or tile look without the
cost or hassle of maintenance, LVP is the way to go.”
Decker suggests that anyone who is looking for new
flooring should consult with a flooring professional. Like most
home remodeling decisions, it all seems incredibly daunting –
so many options to choose from, each with its own pros, cons,
and pricing. Not to mention the fear of improper installation
and the possibility you change your mind.
That’s why ACo exists – to alleviate your worry and instill
confidence. From carpet to hardwood floors, we’re here to
make your floor selection process easy and pain free.

NYLON LOOP: Durable but can snag, so not the best
choice for families with pets.
LOW CUT PILE AND LOOP: Come in multiple
patterns and wears well, so a smart choice for hightraffic areas.

Flooring selections these days are not what they were,
even just a few years ago. For instance, a hugely popular
choice that has only been on the market for about a year is
waterproof carpet. Liquid will never penetrate the carpet
backing. This means spills and liquids will not get trapped
and absorbed into your carpet pad.
“Customers are surprised by the waterproof abilities,”
Decker says. “It’s one thing to read about it and another to
experience it firsthand.”
Hardwood flooring, which has always been a classic, is
gaining even more popularity due to expanded aesthetic
choices, product enhancements and longevity. Plus,
hardwoods have a warm, elegant feel. You really can’t go
wrong with installing hardwood flooring in your home.
Customers who love the look of hardwood flooring but
would prefer something that costs less, is more resilient,
and holds up well to pets, often choose Luxury Vinyl Plank
(LVP) flooring. Perfectly suited for kitchens, dining rooms,
bathrooms and bars, LVP flooring is easier to install, less
susceptible to dents and scratches, and less likely to expand
and contract due to changes in humidity. There are also
100% waterproof versions that make cleanup a breeze and
prevent water damage to your subfloor.
“The technology has changed through the years.
Engineered vinyl wood flooring looks crazy real now,”

© Shaw USA

MULTI-TONE PATTERNS: Come in bold, vibrant
selections that transform floors into lovely works of
art.

“The technology has changed through the years. Engineered vinyl wood
flooring looks crazy real now. If you want the wood or tile look without the
cost or hassle of maintenance, LVP is the way to go.”
– DAVID DECKER Owner

The ACo Way
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CHOOSING

Durable Flooring
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But not all durable flooring options are created equal. So, to help
you with your flooring journey, below are the top five, most durable
flooring options along with their pros and cons.
There are many choices and decisions to make. Don’t let the
unknown be frustrating and overwhelming. Let ACo guide you through
our proven and worry-free approach to create luxurious flooring spaces
so your family can truly love where you live.
© Shaw USA

Imagine your home renovation is about to begin and it’s time to pick
out your new flooring. You’re weighing all the different options – price,
style, aesthetics – and then you arrive at an important question, “What
sort of durability am I really going to need.”
Here at ACo, we like to tell our clients that when considering flooring
durability, think about your lifestyle. If you have kids, pets, or a hightraffic home prone to spills, falls, and any other possible damage to your
floor, chances are you’re going to need a more durable flooring option.

luxury vinyl plank
PROS

• Waterproof and dirt resistant
• Easy maintenance
• Affordability
• Aesthetically pleasing

CONS

• Not the most eco-friendly
• Can’t be refinished
Durability Rating: 8/10

laminate
PROS

• Aesthetically pleasing
• Affordability
• Easy maintenance
• Resists scratches, dents, stains, and fading
• Long-lasting

CONS

• Cheaper grades won’t last long
• Can’t be refinished
• Not suited for high-moisture rooms
Durability Rating: 8/10

bamboo
© Shaw USA

PROS

• Aesthetically pleasing
• Eco-friendly
• Works in arid and humid climates
• Affordability
• Variety

CONS

• Few trusted manufacturers to choose from
• Not suitable for outdoor or high moisture rooms
Durability Rating: 7/10

hardwood
PROS

• Aesthetically pleasing
• Collection of styles
• Easy maintenance and repairs
• Investment value

CONS

• Costly
• Susceptible to scratching
• Not suited for high-moisture rooms
Durability Rating: 6.5/10

tile
PROS

• Extremely durable
• Easy maintenance
• Eco-friendly
• Design options
• Affordability

CONS

© Shaw USA

• Cold
• Can be slippery when wet
• Cost
Durability Rating: 9/10

The ACo Way
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Waterproof Hardwood

You Can Have it All With
Waterproof
HARDWOOD FLOORS
You love the look and warmth of hardwood floors, but you
need a material that is waterproof in your home. Typically, your
options would be to jump on the luxury vinyl bandwagon or invest
in wood-look tile floors. At ACo, we offer another option though,
the innovative Floorte collection of waterproof hardwood flooring
by Shaw.
Not only that, but it is also more durable and quieter than
standard hardwood flooring – which is great for active families!
There are many benefits that come with choosing Floorte
waterproof hardwood for your home:
Scuff Resistance: All Floorte waterproof hardwood planks
are manufactured with Shaw’s patented ScufResist Platinum
Technology for superior scuff resistance and guaranteed
protection against everyday life.
Impact Resistance: Floorte hardwood is engineered on
Shaw’s strongest core for maximum impact resistance –
enough to withstand the heaviest furniture and highest heels.
Noise Reduction: Floorte hardwood has an attached Soft
Silence acoustical pad for noise reduction and added
comfort.

And best of all, Floorte waterproof hardwood is offered in many
different wood species (maple, pine, walnut, hickory, and oak to
name a few), with an array of surface finishes like bandsaw marks,
wire brushing, accent graining, and even reactive staining and
comes in a plethora of stained finishes ranging from natural tones,
to white-washed looks, to grays and charcoals, rich warm tones,
and everything in between.
With so many options to choose from, you are sure to find the
perfect selection to fit your home with Shaw’s Floorte Collection
available at ACo.

26
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© Shaw USA

Easy Installation: This floating floor is easy to install with its
DIY click profile, saving time, energy and money.

Floorte waterproof hardwood is offered in many different wood
species (maple, pine, walnut, hickory, and oak to name a few),
with an array of surface finishes like bandsaw marks, wire
brushing, accent graining, and even reactive staining.

© Shaw USA
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY
& Y O U R F LO O R S :
What You Don’t Know Could
Be Hurting Your Family
28
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We’re constantly made aware of issues
related to outdoor air quality; our weather
apps alert us to high pollen counts and
Knozone Action Day alerts tell us when it’s
best to stay indoors. So, we stay inside. But
could the air quality inside our homes be as
bad or even worse than the air outdoors?
And could our flooring be contributing to
poor air quality we breathe inside?
Yes and yes.
The flooring our babies crawl on, our
pets pad across, and our bare feet shuffle
over could be emitting volatile organic
compounds that can contribute to a
number of health issues.
But not Shaw flooring.
Shaw flooring comes with the
FloorScore Certification, the most
recognized indoor air quality certification
for hard surface flooring materials.
Having the FloorScore certification
means that the flooring product has been
independently certified under stringent
standards as a product that will contribute
to good indoor air quality. In other
words, the FloorScore certification means
healthier, cleaner air.
And that means healthier babies, pets,
and the rest of us.
“Shaw is known for being green,”
said Todd Moretto, Sales and Design
Consultant with ACo. “They use recycled
products, no formaldehyde, are orthophthalates free, have low off-gasses, and
they have a great Floor Score.”
Volatile organic compounds – gasses
given off by a number of sources – are
everywhere; the trick is reducing them
inside our homes where they are much
higher.

Formaldehyde is one of the most
common such compounds, found in
many building materials like plywood,
particleboard and glues. Other sources
of these compounds include the burning
of fuels (gas, wood, and kerosene), and
tobacco products. They can also come
from personal care products like perfume
and hair spray, cleaning agents, paints,
varnishes, and hobby supplies. Orthophthalates are chemicals used to make
plastic and other materials flexible but
have been shown to alter hormone levels
and cause serious health issues.
Since the concentrations of all of these
compounds are higher indoors than
outdoors, we do things like open windows,
replace filters, and keep dangerous
chemicals out of reach of children.
But these compounds are nearly
impossible to get rid of entirely, which
may be why in the last few years more and
more clients have been asking for orthophthalate-free flooring, Moretto said.
“People are concerned about the products
that go in their homes, so when it comes
to a greener, healthier flooring option,
Shaw is head and shoulders above other
major brands.”
“At Shaw, we fundamentally believe
that everyone should have access to safe,
sustainable products for their homes and
workspaces,” said Troy Virgo, director,
sustainability and product stewardship at
Shaw. “The effort matters because people
matter.”
ACo is proud to partner with Shaw
Floors to give you a home that has
flooring that is not only beautiful, but also
safe and environmentally-friendly.

“People are concerned about the products that go in their homes, so when it comes
to a greener, healthier flooring option, Shaw is head and shoulders above other major
brands. They use recycled products, no formaldehyde, are ortho-phthalates free, have
low off-gasses, and they have a great Floor Score.”
– TODD MORETTO Design & Sales Consultant

The ACo Way
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FLOORING

L I F E G U A R D C A R P E T, B E C A U S E …

Life Happens!
Do you have those bad moments, days, even weeks where the kid
threw his milk across the room, the dog had an accident and that glass
of red wine slipped out from your hands? Let’s be honest, we all have
those rough spells and home messes just got a little easier with Shaw’s
Life Guard carpet.
Fairly new to the market, Shaw’s Life Happens line of Life Guard
carpet is waterproof and the “cleanest carpet for healthy living.”
Yes, you heard us right.
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No more rushing for the paper towels and stain remover – Life
Guard carpet is engineered with waterproof backing, preventing any
soakage into the carpet or even worse, carpet pad! Similar to a stain
resistant fabric, liquids bead for an easy clean up so you can spend
those moments enjoying more of what you love.
Your carpet selection just got easier with Life Happens by Shaw
and the variety of available patterns, colors and styles are on display at
ACo‘s showroom.

Hardwood

\ FLOORING

SOLID HARDWOOD

vs.

ENGINEERED HARDWOOD
F LO O R I N G

“What’s the difference between solid hardwood and engineered wood?”
This is one of the most common questions people ask when it comes
to selecting new wood floors.
It’s simple, solid hardwood consists of one piece of wood, whereas
engineered wood is constructed of multiple layers of fiberboard
sandwiched between a hardwood backing and finished with a wood
veneer. Upon hearing this difference, many homeowners are reluctant
to install engineered wood flooring in their homes believing it’s not
real wood. Although, thinner than solid hardwood, the top layer of an
engineered product and solid hardwood are the same, and after the
floors are installed, visually, it is nearly impossible to tell the difference
between the two.

Here are several reasons why engineered flooring can be a
superior product when shopping for new floors:
With our ever-changing Indiana weather – high humidity in the
summer and dry air in the winter – engineered flooring is proven to
be more stable due to the multiple layers of fiberboard that make up
its interior. This minimizes the amount of expansion and contraction
between planks and helps prevents gaps and buckling of the boards as
the seasons change. In other words, engineered flooring isn’t as prone to

moisture problems as solid hardwood faces.
Engineered flooring is very stable, so longer and wider planks can be
used (and are quite popular nowadays too). Lengths as long as 84 inches
with widths 12 inches or more allow for a unique look when installing
these floors throughout the entire home. Typically, if homeowners are
interested in 5-inch plus wide planks, it is highly recommended to install
an engineered wood, especially since it also comes in more variations
than solid hardwood flooring, making your options nearly endless.
Solid hardwood floors require a glue-down, nail down or staple
installation atop a wood subfloor. Although most engineered floors
can also be glued, nailed, or stapled, they are also installed as “floating
floors”– meaning they interlock with one another to create a floor
that essentially floats above the subfloor. Since they can float, most
engineered floors can be installed on a concrete slab subfloor and even
below grade, which makes them a great design solution for basement
flooring in your home.
One of our experienced designers can help walk you through
the selection process and help you determine if solid hardwood or
engineered hardwood is a better fit for your home.

The ACo Way
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Heated Floors
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FLOORING

Get the Low Down on

R A D I A N T H E AT E D
FLOORS
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HOW DO RADIANT
H E AT E D F LO O R S W O R K ?
Typically, a special membrane is laid
down over the sub-floor and electric heating
cables are run across this membrane, and tile
is laid over the top. At ACo, we frequently
use the Schluter DITRA-HEAT™ system.
Their uncoupling membrane is specifically
designed so you can customize the layout
of the DITRA-HEAT-E-HK cables. This
allows you to have radiant floor heating
exactly where you want it. Adding the
Schluter touchscreen programmable
thermostat lets you control not just the
temperature, but also set a schedule and track
your floor’s power consumption.

A R E H E AT E D B AT H R O O M
F L O O R S B U D G E TF R I E N D LY ?
Cost, of course, depends on many
factors such as your area and the specific
manufacturer/installation service you use.
It can depend on the specific products
you choose, and for larger areas, the cost
per square foot can sometimes be more
economical than for smaller spaces.
However, say you have a 50 square foot
full bathroom: you don’t want to install
radiant heating materials around your
baseboards or permanent fixtures, (e.g. your
tub/shower, toilet) so you’ll only be covering
about 35 square feet. This helps keep costs
down.
Installation is easiest, and least expensive,
when you are building or remodeling.
To install heating in existing bathroom
floors, you must first remove that surface.
Demolition adds to your total cost.

Thankfully, the cost for heated bathroom
floors has decreased significantly over the
past several years, making it an affordable
option.

A R E H E AT E D B AT H R O O M
FLOORS ENERGY
EFFICIENT?
Initial expenses are one thing: what
about ongoing costs and energy efficiency?
According to the US Department of Energy,
heated flooring is more efficient (25% - 35%)
than forced-air and ductwork systems. You
don’t suffer the loss through ducts that can
drain heat from your home – and money
from your wallet.
Radiator systems need to be heated to
between 149 - 167 degrees so they can
effectively warm a room. A heated floor only
needs to be about 84 degrees. It requires less
energy and can help you keep your energy
bills in line.
If you heat your bathroom floor for about
four hours each day (you probably need
much less, but we’ll over-estimate!) and pay
the national average $0.12/kilowatt hour
for electricity, your cost is about $0.11 a day.
You’ll tack on $3.30 to your monthly utility
bill and $40.15 over the course of the year.
Not bad for toasty feet!
Also, if your floor’s thermal mass (the
ability of a material to absorb and store heat
energy) is significant, it will store heat for
eight to ten hours without using any more
electricity. You can enjoy this “passive” heat,
which can help warm up other areas of your
home as well. This means that your primary
heating system doesn’t have to work as hard.

HOW LONG DO RADIANT
H E AT E D F LO O R S L A S T ?
Radiant heated floors should last a lifetime
and require little to no maintenance. When
installed by a professional as an entire
system, your installation may be eligible for
lifetime warranty coverage. Schluter, for
example provides system warranties, lifetime
warranties, and product warranties.

ARE THERE ANY OTHER
B E N E F I T S T O H E AT E D
FLOORS?
They’re comfortable and cost-effective,
but heated floors offer other benefits. If you
or anyone in your household suffers from
allergies, for instance, they can help you
breathe easier. Unlike HVAC systems, which
warm and circulate allergens and particles
through the air, radiant flooring heats the
surface, not the air, and transfers it to you.
Again, because heated floors do not heat
the air directly, they can help you maintain a
proper level of humidity. This reduces allergy
flare ups and ensures your house is much
more comfortable for everyone.
Choosing heated floors is one more way
Feet
you canBare
love where
you live, and live more
comfortably.

WANTED

© 2020 Schluter Systems

What’s worse than getting out of a nice,
cozy bed on a chilly morning? Stepping onto
your freezing bathroom floor on the way to
the shower. Brrr. Heated bathroom floors
can eliminate one pesky problem — and
help you rise and shine a bit more easily!
While certainly luxurious, are they worth the
investment? What should you know before
installing heated bathroom floors?

Adding the Schluter
touchscreen
programmable
thermostat lets you
control not just the
temperature, but
also set a schedule
and track your floor’s
power consumption.

The ACo Way
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Inspiration & Trends

Finding What

INSPIRES YOU
Whether you’ve lived in your home for several years or just moved in, inevitably you will find yourself
wanting to make updates. So, you log into Pinterest, planning to find ideas for a fresh paint color or a new style
for your kitchen cabinets. Two hours later, your head is spinning with a case of inspiration overload.
Thanks to sites like Pinterest and Houzz, we have more access to ideas than ever before. That sounds great in
theory, but if you spend enough hours browsing, you may lose sight of what you actually need or want for your
home. Too much inspiration can actually be paralyzing and stop you from making any changes at all.
So how can we figure out what will really work for our home? Here are a few tips for navigating all of those
brilliant design ideas and pulling it all together.
First, keep focused by creating specific boards for
different rooms or areas. A board for “home ideas” can quickly
become cluttered with photos of dream kitchens, laundry room
storage solutions, or playroom DIY hacks. Instead, take advantage of
Pinterest’s board sections as a way to organize pins.
Next, try setting a time limit for browsing. Knowing you
only have a limited time to search will help ensure you stay on track.
Keep your searches specific. According to Pinterest, there
are more than 14 billion “home” ideas on its site – and the category
continues to grow with a 75 percent increase in pins year over year.
Basically, it is a limitless sea of options. The more you can hone down
what you want, the more Pinterest will work for you.
Be ruthless with your pins. When you look at your board, you
want to feel inspired, not overwhelmed. By deleting pins that aren’t
compatible with your style, existing decor or budget, you can stay
focused on what you really want.
Refine your ideas even further by starting a Morpholio
Mood Board. You can connect this with your Pinterest account, and
bring your ideas together to form a more cohesive vision.
Finally, know when to call it a day. Pinterest and Morpholio
can be great tools for collecting ideas and serving as digital inspiration
boards. But sometimes, you just need to call in a professional who will
help you pull it all together and get started on that dream remodel.
At ACo, we help homeowners overcome the overwhelming and
According to Pinterest, there
love where they live by creating luxurious spaces that connect families,
are more than 14 billion “home”
rejuvenate individuals, and make their families proud. Let us help you
ideas on its site.The more you
can hone down what you want,
turn your Pinterest inspirations into reality.
the more Pinterest will work
for you.

The ACo Way
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gray
Designing a

KITCHEN
Recent trends suggest gray is the new beige when it comes to designing interior spaces –
It’s everywhere! It’s neutral, it’s complementary, and with an endless number of color
options available, it can look beautiful in any space.
Once considered to be only applicable in modern or farmhouse style homes, designers
are now reimagining the color to make it work with everything from classical and
traditional décor to transitional designs too.
In recent years, gray has seen a large presence in kitchen design – the paint on the
walls, the backsplash tile, the countertops and now the cabinetry too. Because of its
neutral characteristics and versatility, it can provide a clean backdrop in a room or it can
be the star of the show.

HERE ARE 3 THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN
DESIGNING A GRAY KITCHEN:

• Tone. Do you prefer a light & bright space, or something a bit darker
and more intimate?

Light gray cabinets pair well with the ever-popular marble-looking countertops and
white subway tile, like many kitchens that are designed today. The light gray color allows
for subtle interest in an otherwise white kitchen and keeps the space feeling large and
airy. Dark gray cabinets are typically designed to create a bit of contrast in a room often
making a space feel a little cozier.

• Hue.

LiveAco.com

Cool Gray 11C

PANTONE
Cool Gray 8C

PANTONE
Cool Gray 4C

PANTONE
Cool Gray 1C

Do you prefer a cool gray or the new warmer “greige”?

Grays can range from icy frost to a warm almost-taupe color, so when it comes to
redesigning your gray kitchen, think about what type of gray you want. Cool grays typically
pair well with whites and blues and tend to complement contemporary and minimalist
spaces, whereas warm grays and taupes are more common in traditional and transitional
design and complement earth tones, like greens and browns. That said, warm grays can
also be designed with blues and whites, too. It is for this reason that trends suggest the
warm grays are slightly more popular and here to stay longer than the cool grays.
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PANTONE

Warm Gray 11C

PANTONE
Warm Gray 6C

PANTONE
Warm Gray 1C

• Opacity.

Do you prefer a solid paint on your cabinetry, or do you
want to see the beauty of the wood with a transparent stain?
Grays aren’t only available in paints, nowadays gray stains are becoming extremely
popular too. Painted gray cabinets give a crisp and clean look to a space and pair
nicely with shaker style doors and simplistic transitional kitchens. While stains also
work in a transitional space, they can be perfect for traditional homes as well. The
gray stain preserves the beauty of natural hardwood by allowing the grains to be
seen, while the gray color of the stain keeps the cabinetry feeling current.

Not sure what style is right for you? Stop by ACo and
check out these popular grays in our showroom.
Quality Cabinets Newest Paint Color –
GRAPHITE
Complementing their popular lighter gray
color, Shale, Graphite is a darker more rich
and dramatic tone. Not quite a charcoal,
this color works well with both cool and
warm tones.

Quality Cabinets Newest Stain –
BASALT

The perfect combination of gray and
brown, Basalt is a great choice when
designing a greige kitchen. It’s grayer than
the Pecan stain, but not quite as dark as
Dusk and works well with virtually every
color. Being a neutral medium stain, it
can look darker and warmer in some
environments or cooler and lighter in
others.

Quality Cabinets Newest Laminate
Color – GREY

As mentioned earlier, since Shale
has been a popular color of choice in
Quality’s painted collection, they have
now introduced this same color in a
laminate. Ideal for laundry rooms and kid’s
bathrooms, laminate is a great option when
easy clean-up and durability are a must.

NEED MORE OPTIONS? Check out
Medallion’s Stoney Brook Collection

This collection was inspired by the look of
weathered elements found in nature and
focuses on the beauty of both oak and
quarter sawn oak, allowing the wood’s
natural grain and character to shine. The
color Greystone is the perfect combination
of gray and beige and pairs well with
the newest darker stain, Smoke, and the
classic paint – Irish Crème. Altogether, a
showstopping design can be created. See
for yourself.

The ACo Way
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TREND ALERT!

New Decade,
New Kitchen Trends
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BOLD CABINET
COLORS
Yes, white is beautiful and timeless,
but this year everyone is wanting to
see more color! Homeowners are
loving rich navy blue or deep green
tones, charcoal stains, & even black
paint on their kitchen cabinets.
Sometimes sparingly, like on the
island, and other times throughout
the whole space. Not only can it
create an eye-catching contrast in
the room, these bold colors also
allow for a bit of personality to shine
throughout the space.

MIXING &
M AT C H I N G
Although we are living in a “less
is more” world, many homeowners
are drawn to the idea of mixing and
matching finishes.
In the last few years we’ve seen
plenty of two-toned kitchens.
Designers are now pushing the
boundaries and adding a third finish
to the mix. Perimeter cabinets are
staying in a warm neutral color,
like white, soft gray or even natural
wood, then a pop of color is added,

The kitchen island has evolved over
the years. Not only is it an extra
spot for storage, it’s also the place
where everyone congregates. Many
homeowners are now choosing to
replace their formal dining tables with
large islands with informal seating.

like a navy blue, on an island. Then a
stain is may be introduced to pantry
cabinets or built-in refrigeration
units are designed to look more like
custom furniture pieces. Decorative
hoods with multiple finishes are also
very popular. Consider a white hood
with a stained mantle, or perhaps
the entire hood is a different finish
than the rest of the kitchen, allowing
it to be the focal point in the room.
While there is a lot going on in the
space, as long as the colors and tones
complement one another, the end
result can be very cohesive.
Mixing metals is a very popular
way to add a bit of interest to a space
too. Champagne brushed bronze
tones and matte blacks’ pair well
together. One metal can be used for
cabinet hardware and another metal
can be selected for lighting, fixtures,
and other decorative details in the
space. As long as it’s purposefully
selected, the outcome is stunning!

S O L I D S U R FA C E
BACKSPLASHES
If mosaic or subway tile isn’t your
cup of tea, or if you simply do not
like the look (or upkeep) of grout,
maybe a solid surface backsplash is
just the ticket for you. Homeowners
(and designers) are loving the look of
a solid surface, like quartz or granite
on the walls of the kitchen. Not only
does it simplify the selection process
and overall look of the room, it
creates a seamless flow between the
countertop and backsplash. It can
certainly make quite an impact in
the space, like the Myddleton Marble
countertop and backsplash from
Cambria.

THIN-PROFILE
COUNTERTOPS
Just like many other design trends,
thin-profile countertops that have

© Cambria USA

As we enter a new decade, we
look back on the trends of the 2010’s
(including 2019) and say goodbye
to granite countertops with 4”
backsplashes, 2-1/4” red oak wood
flooring, all white kitchens, and even
icy gray color palettes, and hello
to the newest design trends that
accommodate the latest modern
way of living – a more casual and
minimalistic lifestyle.

Myddleton Marble countertop and backsplash from Cambria

been popular in Europe for years
are just now starting to make an
appearance here in the states, and
they are beautiful! Tailoring to that
minimalistic design style, thin profile
countertops can add a bit of edge
and interest to any kitchen. Quartz
and granite are being offered in a
2cm thickness, about 3/8” thinner
than the standard thickness, &
porcelain countertops are starting
to make a splash on the market as
well. Both options pair well with
the casual low-maintenance lifestyle
homeowners are wanting nowadays
and the look can be simply jawdropping.

LARGE ISLANDS
When it comes to islands – the
bigger, the better. The kitchen island
has evolved over the years. Not
only is it an extra spot for storage,
it’s also the place where everyone
congregates. Many homeowners are
now choosing to replace their formal
dining tables with large islands with
informal seating. Not only is a large
island great for entertaining, it can
also serve as a second workstation.
Sometimes, if space allows, islands
can almost be a second kitchen, fully
equipped with a sink, dishwasher,
and other appliances. With a large
island, you won’t have to worry
about having too many cooks in the
kitchen.
Which of these trends inspires
you to make a change and take your
kitchen from a place to cook to a
room you love?

The ACo Way
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You want innovative and jaw-dropping
designs throughout your entire home, but
bathrooms can sometimes get stuck in a rut.
Luckily, the bathroom design industry has
grown immensely over the past few years,
and these trends will have you
thinking outside the box when it comes to
creating beautiful bathrooms.

1

THE DELUXE
SHOWER

A decade ago, large roman-style tubs
sold homes and were the cornerstone of
bathroom design. However, they frequently
go unused, and you may find yourself
longing for a more spa-like, deluxe shower.
And you don’t just want an enlarged shower
space, but more showerheads too. Imagine
each morning, stepping into a luxurious
and over-the-top shower that includes a
regular shower head, a rain-head shower,
a handheld showerhead, and even body
sprays. You may even choose to include
a steam shower to really elevate your
experience.

2

streamlined and modern look.
If your vision for the perfect bathroom
retreat includes a freestanding soaker tub,
but you are worried about storage, consider
adding a ledge behind the tub. It’s functional
and can be a fun design element or focal
point to the room.

3

L A R G E F O R M AT
TILES & SOLID
S U R FA C E S H O W E R
SURROUNDS

Do you love tile, but dread spending
your Saturday afternoon scrubbing miles of
grout? For a cleaner look, go with larger tiles
or even solid surface, like quartz, porcelain
and Kohler’s Choreograph panels, on the
walls of the shower.
These stunning options not only
complement the “less is more” lifestyle but
can work in any space.

However, you don’t want to miss this
opportunity to create visual interest by
adding another design feature to your
space. You can work with a designer to
build a custom furniture style vanity that
perfectly suits your style, or go for the clean,
contemporary lines of a floating vanity.

B AT H A N D
SHOWER LEDGES

Ledges are starting to take the place of
recessed niches. The recessed niche in your
shower may be perfectly functional for
holding soaps and shampoo, but it can be
a pain to clean. Instead, consider adding a
half wall, built next to your shower to create
a ledge for your shower products. Not only
is there more surface space for everyone’s
soaps, this ledge wall is easier to install,
easier to clean, and tailored to today’s more

Powder rooms are the perfect place to
add a little design fun to your home. Go
wild with furniture style vanities, encaustic
decorative tiles, or bold colors, patterns,
and lighting.

5
4

F LO AT I N G &
FURNITURE STYLE
VANITIES

Standard vanity cabinets are fine, they
fulfill their function and can be beautiful.

“FUN” POWDER
ROOMS

Rather than the last place you think
about remodeling, powder rooms are the
perfect place to add a little design fun to
your home. Go wild with furniture style
vanities, encaustic decorative tiles or penny
rounds, shiplap on the walls and even bold
colors, patterns, and lighting.
Whether it’s a brand-new master
bathroom retreat or a whimsical powder
room, ACo is here to help. Not only do we
want you to love where you live, we want
you to love every room in your home –
including your bathrooms.

The ACo Way
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S PA C I O U S S H O W E R S
One of the most popular shower trends
is forgoing the tub/shower combination
in favor of an extra-large shower. Many
homeowners love the added space, and the
feeling that the shower is place to enjoy,
rather than just an “in and out” experience.
If your bathtub doesn’t get much use,
consider converting to a roomy shower.

D U A L A N D S P E C I A LT Y
SHOWER HEADS
Another great feature to include in your
spacious shower; dual or specialty shower
heads. In a recent remodel, we combined
two different types of shower heads to create
a completely immersive experience. We also
carry the hansgrohe PowderRain line which
delivers a warm, misty rain-like shower with
thousands of micro-droplets. This shower
head features individual PowderRain jets,
each with several fine openings, unlike a
conventional model that has one opening.
This allows the jets to atomize the spray.

S H O W E R S E AT I N G
If you’re going to take the time to enjoy
your shower, why not sit down and relax?
More and more showers are including a
built-in bench for seating. Seating is great
for unwinding, and a nice feature for kids or
older adults who might benefit from a seat
for balance.

STEAM SHOWERS
Get the experience of the spa
without leaving your home! More and
more homeowners who love steam are
incorporating a steam shower into their
bathroom. Steam is great for opening your
pores and is a fabulous way to relax.

SHOWER ENCLOSURES
Frameless, semi-frameless, and framed
glass are the typical choices for shower
enclosures, along with the option to have
a zero-threshold shower entry. There are
many beautiful enclosure designs trending
and the architectural features are fierce and
practical with top notch finishes (think matte
black and brushed gold)! There’s definitely
a style for everyone, whether traditional,
modern, transitional or something
completely unique.

SMART SHOWERS
With Kohler Konnects DTV+
SHOWER SYSTEM you can use the preprogrammed temperature and hydrotherapy
setups for a spa-like experience, or

© Kohler USA

Whether you start your day with a
refreshing shower to get your morning
moving or you end it with a relaxing post
work-out shower to help you unwind,
shouldn’t your shower be a place you love
that rejuvenates your mind and body?
The latest luxurious shower updates
combine function and luxury to create the
feel of a spa right inside your bathroom. Do
you want a spacious shower? Dual shower
heads? Shower seating? Or a steam shower?
All great questions to ask yourself before
diving into your bath remodel.
Whether you like lots of water, extra
space, or even a smart shower, there are
many custom options that can transform
your bathroom into a relaxing oasis.
Here are some of the options you will
want to consider when designing your
custom shower:

create your own presets to control water
temperature, body sprays, music, lighting,
steam and shower duration. With up to six
user definable presets, you can have your
favorite morning, post-workout, or evening
shower at the touch of a button or voicecommand.
Incorporating these features will take
your shower from simple to spectacular.
Our designers can help you choose not just
the features that make the experience, but
the finishes that complete your vision. From
panoramic tiles to penny rounds, the options
may seem endless, but ACo is here to guide
you through designing a custom shower you
will love.

Kohler Konnects DTV+ SHOWER SYSTEM
(left)) lets you pre-program temperature and
hydrotherapy setups for a spa-like experience,
or create your own presets to control water
temperature, body sprays, music, lighting, steam
and shower duration.
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CABINET
RUNDOWN:
The Ins and Outs of
Choosing New Cabinets
Inset Cabinet Doors
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Fresh, new cabinets can single handedly
transform the look and feel of a kitchen,
but the sheer amount of kitchen cabinet
choices can be overwhelming, to say the
least.
A bad set of cabinets can suck the
life right out of your kitchen while great
kitchen cabinets add to the feng shui. So,
what do you need to know about cabinets
if you are planning a remodel?
Start with the basics of what you are
looking for in new cabinets. The key to
choosing your ideal cabinets comes down
to three things:
The look you’re going for
The use the cabinets will get
The size of your budget

Establishing these things upfront will
make finding your dream cabinets much
easier. Now, on to the different types!

EXPLORING THE THREE
LEVELS OF CABINETRY
First, let’s talk about the three levels of
cabinetry customization. It’s important to
know these three levels because each range
significantly in style and in cost, which is
likely to affect your decision making down
the road.
1. Stock Cabinets. Our most
affordable option, stock cabinets are
produced in a pre-determined size, making
them less expensive than custom or semicustom. Within stock cabinets you have
some different options as far as style and
materials, but your choices are limited to
what is available. That being said, stock
is a great choice if you’re looking for
affordable, quality cabinets. Here are some
stock cabinet vendors we regularly work
with:

2. Semi-Custom Cabinets. When you
choose semi-custom cabinets, you get some
of the best elements of both stock and
fully custom cabinetry. Like stock cabinets,
semi-custom cabinets are manufactured,
making them a more affordable alternative
to custom.
However, semi-custom cabinets give
you more options and allow you to choose
certain features such as custom sizing and
applications. We regularly partner with
these vendors for semi-custom cabinets:
• Medallion Cabinetry
• Bellmont Cabinets
• Mid Continent Cabinetry

3. Custom Cabinets. This is our most
expensive option, but they also provide the
most flexibility. You have complete control
of everything, from type of wood to stain
color to size to finish. Custom cabinets
are a sizable investment, but choosing this
option really adds value to your home and
makes your kitchen something special.
ACo’s custom cabinets are handcrafted
in Indiana by skilled Amish artisans at our
custom cabinet maker, Green City.
Once you know what level of cabinets
you want to go with, there are a few more
basic choices you need to make when it
comes to cabinets.

CABINET
CONSTRUCTION
Generally speaking, there are two
different ways cabinets can be constructed:
framed cabinet boxes and frameless
cabinet boxes – framed cabinet boxes
being the most common and simpler

“Inset cabinets are one of the
hottest styles but keep in mind they

• Quality Cabinets

reduce the usable storage space of

• Merrillat

cabinetry.”
– DAVID DECKER Owner
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Full Overlay Cabinet Doors

compared to frameless which is more
modern and provides more storage space.

TYPES OF DOORS
There are three common types of cabinet
doors: partial overlay, full overlay, and inset.
1. Partial Overlay. Just as the name
suggests, partial overlay doors partially
overlap the face frame of the cabinet box.
This is typically the most common and
economical of the three.
2. Full Overlay. This type of door covers
nearly the entire face frame of the
cabinet, creating a cleaner and more
high-end design.
3. Inset Doors. Instead of resting atop
the face frame, inset doors fit inside the
cabinet box creating a clean, flush look.

DOOR STYLES
Once the construction and door types
have been selected, it’s time to start exploring
the different door styles available. And the
three most common we see are flat panel,
recessed panel, and raised panel.
1. Flat Panel. Also known as slab doors,
these are more modern in design –
seamless and simplistic.

2. Recessed Panel. With this door style,
a raised border is created around a flat
or recessed center panel – it’s clean and
minimal in details.
3. Raised Panel. The center panel on a
raised cabinet door is raised from the rest
of the door – this is the most traditional
design for doors.

D O O R M AT E R I A L S
The material you choose for your cabinets
will also affect the price, style, and overall
aesthetic of your final design. So, what are
the pros and cons of different materials?
Wood Cabinets. Wood cabinets come
in variety of styles such as natural,
stained, or painted finishes.
PROS: Knicks and scratches are easily repairable.
Wood cabinets can be painted or re-stained to
create a new look.
CONS: Humidity can cause wood to warp over time.

Eco-friendly Cabinets. Made from
reclaimed, renewable, or recycled
materials, eco-friendly cabinets are the
perfect choice if you want to make home
improvement choices that reduce waste.
PROS: You’re helping save the environment and
reducing your carbon footprint!
CONS: Expensive.
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Laminate Cabinets. As the name
implies, these cabinets are made from
laminate, a synthetic material that is
made of compressed wood.
PROS: Variety of aesthetic possibilities and durable
laminate protects against scratches, stains, etc.
CONS: Laminate isn’t invincible, so any damage
done is likely irreversible. Price can vary depending
on variety.

Thermofoil Cabinets. Thermofoil
cabinets are made of vacuum-pressed
vinyl.
PROS: Inexpensive with numerous design styles.
CONS: Susceptible to heat—may need heat shields
if cabinets are near an oven. Unrepairable if the vinyl
layer is damaged.

Metal Cabinets. Often stainless steel,
metal cabinets are available in a variety
of shiny and brushed metals.
PROS: Unaffected by heat or humidity. Durable and
stain resistant.
CONS: Costly and scratch and dent prone—and tend
to show fingerprints prominently.

If you’re looking to upgrade, refresh, or
simply have questions about your kitchen
cabinets, the team at ACo is here to help and
guide you through making the right choice
for your home.

Organization
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How to Maximize

CORNER STORAGE
allows the door to swing open and has a
handle built into the carriage. Both are
available in left or right swing configurations
and your choice of champagne or silver
carriages for a wide variety of cabinet
openings.

B LU M S PA C E C O R N E R

Häfele LeMans II

HÄFELE LEMANS II
The LeMans II is an innovative solution
to an age-old problem: how to best utilize
deep base cabinet storage. There’s no
more crawling on your hands and knees,
sometimes with flashlight in hand, to access
the recesses of your cabinetry. This product
maximizes storage and brings the items to
you in a few efficient, fluid motions.
With the trend toward more open
floor plans, built-in cabinetry and storage
options are at a premium. Customers are
using accessories such as the LeMans II
to maximize limited storage space, add
functionality and make it easier than ever
for everyone to make use of those hard to
reach spaces.
The LeMans style features a fully

Awkward angles are no problem for
Blum. This leading company’s solutions
“make opening and closing furniture a
mesmerizing experience and deliver quality
of motion and convenience to the entire
home – in particular to kitchens.” Exhibit A:
The Space Corner by Blum!
The innovative design allows full
view and access to every item. They can
accommodate everything from your baking
ingredients to your silverware and utensils.
The whisper-quiet gliding action ensures
that operation is smooth and seamless.

Blum Space Corner

These innovative, and stylish, corner
storage solutions will help you make the
most of your kitchen! Ease, convenience,
and versatility are at the tip of your fingers.

© Häfele

Magic Corner I & II by Häfele

© Häfele

MAGIC CORNER I & II
BY HÄFELE
Every cabinet – yes even the often
overlooked blind corner – is an opportunity
for storage greatness. How do we know this?
Because the Magic Corner I and Magic
Corner II don’t just exist – they bring the
contents of a blind corner cabinet out to
the owner in simple, fluid motion as if they
were, well, magic.
The Magic Corner I is mounted to the
cabinet door while the Magic Corner II

functional 85° door opening angle and four
pivot points for silky smooth movements.
The trays move independently and swing
out in front of the cabinet unit. Another
bonus: you can adjust the height of the
trays, so it suits your needs.

© Blum

For many of us, the kitchen is the heart
of the home. We do our most important
work there – cooking dinner for our families,
enjoying meals with friends, entertaining
guests – and we want to make use of every
single square inch. But what about those
tricky corners? Innovative corner storage
solutions keep them from being wasted
space and allow us to make the most of this
essential room.
There is a variety of exciting options
on the market today, and your ACo design
consultant can help you incorporate these
into your kitchen to maximize your space.
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Bring Organization, Convenience
& Style to Your Kitchen
For nearly a century, Häfele has been
a leader in architectural hardware and
furniture fittings. The German-based
manufacturer is renowned for both its quality
and its ingenuity. If you want to integrate
greater organization and convenience into
your kitchen, you cannot go wrong with a
Häfele backsplash railing system.
Häfele understands what homeowners
need: when it comes to the kitchen, this
oft-used room needs to be as streamlined
and convenient as possible. Their backsplash
railing systems feature accessories such as:
• Multi-purpose shelves
• Hooks
• Utensil holders
• Knife holders (shown right)
• Spice racks
• Paper towel holders
• Wine bottle holder
• Cookbook holder

As with all Häfele products, the backsplash
railing system and its various accessories are
engineered for incredible durability, ease of
cleaning, and, of course, style. These will
fit perfectly into virtually any decor and
enhance the style of your kitchen.
Sometimes, the best ideas are the simplest.
Häfele has created an ingenious system that
allows you to organize effortlessly – and
beautifully. Let the experts at ACo guide you
through creating a well-designed kitchen
so that you can love where you live; adding
fixtures like this adds to the convenience and
enjoyment you will experience.

© Häfele

• Lid holder

Simply install the backsplash railing
system, and from there you can easily mix
and match various accessories to create a
backsplash railing system that works for you.
Your must-haves will be within easy reach
when you’re cleaning, prepping food, or
creating culinary masterpieces. They will also
be neatly stored so you don’t have to worry
about cluttered countertops.
Whether you’re the host with the most
or just hoping your kitchen will survive
your next gathering, the backsplash railing
system from Häfele is here to keep everything
in arm’s reach and beautifully
organized. This system is an
elegant way to organize your
cookbooks, wine bottles, spices
and more. Each component
can be positioned separately
and to your liking on this
smooth and easy-to-install
railing system.

© Häfele

WITH HÄFELE BACKSPLASH RAILING SYSTEMS
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EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE:
Organize Your Bathroom with Rev-a-Shelf

Rev-a-Shelf is one of the most innovative manufacturers of home cabinet organizational and storage solutions. From lazy Susans and kitchen drawer
organizers (we all have that one junk drawer that’s crammed full of… well, junk) to cabinet pull-outs and cosmetics organizers, they take a “whole home”
approach designed to help you clear clutter, boost convenience, and enjoy streamlined spaces. And nowhere is this more helpful than the bathroom!

REV-A-SHELF HAS SEVERAL PRODUCTS DESIGNED
FOR BATHROOM ORGANIZATION:

© Rev-a-shelf

You have your AM face cleanser, SPF lotion, toner, concealer,
foundation, eye shadows, lipsticks, mascara, brushes, cotton balls,
PM face cleanser, deep cleaning mask, nighttime moisturizer…. No
wonder keeping your vanity organized is such a challenge!
Rev-a-Shelf makes bathroom organization a breeze – and
a beautiful breeze at that – with their Cosmetic Organizer for
Bathrooms and Vanities. The drawer organizer is trim-to-fit (22-inch
wide drawers and smaller) and installs effortlessly. With up to 13
compartments, you’ll enjoy easy access to all your essentials and
achieve a tranquil, clutter-free environment.
The Cosmetic Organizer is available in semi-gloss natural maple
and includes two acrylic lids, making it an extremely versatile addition
to your bathroom.

The drawer organizer is trim-to-fit (22-inch wide drawers and smaller)
and installs effortlessly. With up to 13 compartments, you’ll enjoy
easy access to all your essentials and achieve a tranquil, clutter-free
environment.

© Rev-a-shelf

COSMETIC ORGANIZER

A P P L I A N C E R A C K F O R B AT H R O O M /
VANITY
Now that you’ve tamed your cosmetics, tackle your bathroom
appliances. Curling irons, blow dryers, straighteners, and other musthaves take up a lot of space in the bathroom. Rev-a-Shelf ’s Door
Mount Appliance Storage Rack is the perfect solution. It mounts
easily to 15-inch vanity base cabinets. Simply install with the patented
adjustable mounting brackets, and you are one step closer to a clutterfree space.
This bathroom organizer features two 1.25-quart stainless steel bins
(perfect for your curling irons, etc.), as well as a lower shelf. The antiskid lining ensures that your products (gels, moisturizers, conditioners,
etc.) stay in place.
The natural maple frame with semi-gloss finish complements a
variety of decors, and the organizer makes it easy to store and access
your bathroom appliances and products. Rev-a-Shelf has certainly
revolutionized vanity storage.
Rev-a-Shelf promises: “We Are Going to Change the Way You
Think About Cabinet Organization!” It’s true. With these simple, yet
remarkably effective, bathroom organization solutions, you’re well on
your way to a convenient, uncluttered, and attractive room.

The ACo Way
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MIRRORS:

A Fundamental Element
of Bathroom Design
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We all know how important mirrors are
in the bathroom. Whether it be a powder,
master, secondary or even one you notice
while out and about, a mirror can make or
break a bathroom’s aesthetic. While in the
design phase with ACo, let’s begin the mirror
conversation early.
By no means is popping in a mirror from
Target or Home Goods a bad thing, but
let’s first think about how much more a
mirror could provide if planned properly.
Oversized, framed, lighted, smart – the
options are plentiful. Explore your mirror
options for a bathroom remodel in-depth
and you will love the result.

OVERSIZED
When you imagine a bathroom mirror,
are you only thinking about what goes over
the vanity? If so, you are missing out on
a dramatic design element. Consider an
oversized mirror perfectly placed over a
soaking tub in a very chic Parisian style bath.
An oversized mirror can make a great focal
point but may take thoughtful planning with
your designer.

FRAMED
We all have our favorite finish and shape
– why not integrate that into a bathroom

mirror? There’s a grand design debate on
finishes and whether every fixture, faucet,
mirror and hardware needs to match.
However, these days many designs feature a
mixture of finishes, that still keep the look of
your space cohesive and pleasing to the eye.

LIGHTED
There’s just something about a mirror in
a nice hotel bath. Why not have the same in
your master bath? This custom bathroom
renovation by ACo includes a lighted mirror
over each sink, which reflects the best natural
light. If planned, no sconce, overhead vanity
light or can/surface light is needed!

SMART
This is the for the man in your life! What’s
better than getting ready in the morning
and catching the game score or the overseas
stock market openings on a TV right in your
bathroom mirror!? Ladies, let’s not forget
it’s nice to catch the news or your favorite
morning show as you get ready.
When planning the bath renovation of
your dreams, you want to consider every
aspect, including mirrors, and how it will
complement your vision to create a space
you love.

A mirror can make or
break a bathroom’s
aesthetic. Oversized,
framed, lighted, smart
– the options are
plentiful. Explore your
mirror options for a
bathroom remodel
in-depth and you will
love the result.

The ACo Way
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The Details of

HARDWARE SELECTION
Whether you are undertaking a renovation or building your dream
house from the ground up, you know that every detail matters.
Selecting your cabinet hardware offers the opportunity to increase
the convenience, practicality, comfort, and style of your cabinets. And
fortunately, your options are more extensive – and beautiful – than ever.

TURNING HARDWARE INTO WORKS OF
ART
Top manufacturers are expanding their range of finishes to include
golds, rose golds, matte blacks, honey bronze, champagne bronze,
polished copper, and a full spectrum of colors. Finding the right fit for
your kitchen is easy – and you do not have to compromise on the effect
you want to create.
Material choices are also edging into new and elegant territory:
wood, crystal, forged iron, leather, concrete, plastic (great for homes with
children!), and other options elevate kitchen hardware into works of art.
ACo carries designer hardware through several premier vendors.
Our vendors offer an extensive variety of finishes, materials, and designs
to complete the look of your cabinets.

PLACING YOUR HARDWARE
Another aspect to consider when adding the hardware to your
cabinets is placement. Should you have multiple knobs? Should you use
a pull? How should you center the hardware? All questions that come
to mind before you drill that irreversible hole! Well, don’t sweat it; we’ve
got a how to guide for modern, traditional, classic and contemporary
hardware placements.
THE BASICS:
First let’s go over the basic rules of thumb when it comes to drawers.
If a drawer is 24 inches or larger, you’ll want to double up on knobs or
pulls unless you are using an oversized pull. If doubling up, divide the
drawer into thirds and place the hardware in left and right sections of
the drawer. For small drawers, simply center the pull. If you’ve decided
to use an oversized pull, it should also be centered in both directions.

These standard practices can be used for hardware placement in any
style.
Traditional Placement: Generally, the
traditional placement denotes knobs on
doors and pulls on drawers. With this style,
you will center the knob in the corner of the
door frame. However, some traditions are
meant to be broken! So, if you are a bit of
rule breaker; use all knobs! This can create a
unique, but traditional design.
Modern Placement: Installing pulls on
both doors and drawers lends to a stylish
modern look. Pulls and knobs can also be
interchanged if you aren’t quite ready to
make the leap to a full-on modern aesthetic.
Whether you prefer transitional or modern,
your placement guide is as follows. For the
upper cabinetry, install the bottom of the
knob/pull so it’s flush with the top edge of
the bottom door rail. For the base cabinetry, the top of the knob/
pull should be flush with the bottom edge of the top door rail. If the
standard size pulls just aren’t modern enough for you, try an oversized
pull. And, just to make it easy on you – the placement for the
oversized pulls remains the same.
Contemporary Placement: If none of the
above sparks your interest, try placing
pulls horizontally on doors. This is fun and
unconventional way to make your space
more contemporary. In addition, when using
large pulls, you might consider adjusting the
placement slightly for a hinge top cabinet.
Center the pull horizontally on the bottom
portion of the face. Another contemporary
option would be placing flat faced hardware on the edge of each
cabinet which adds a fabulous dynamic to your space.

Whether you prefer traditional, classic, modern or contemporary
design, adding hardware to your cabinets is an easy way to transform
any space!

The ACo Way
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Make a Statement with

MATTE BLACK FINISHES
Black is a classic design color that never
goes out of style, and right now, it is popping
up everywhere. But it’s not just any kind of
black trending – homeowners are gravitating
towards matte black finishes. Matte black
can be subtle and simple, or it can be a real
eye-catcher.

Here are 5 ways to
incorporate matte black
finishes in your kitchen.
1

FIXTURES &
ACCESSORIES

Not so sure about matte black? Use it
sparingly.
Simple cabinet hardware can give a
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dramatic look to white shaker cabinets, or a
rustic vibe to gray stained cabinetry.
Black stainless faucets and black composite
sinks make dishwashing a little more
[visually] appealing.
Light fixtures and other decor are great
options that can be swapped out easily.
You can see if black is the right color for
your space first without making any big
commitments.
The great thing about matte black is that is
goes with everything – you don’t have to use
it everywhere. It’s great with brushed silvers,
whites & even gold tones. You could combine
a black stainless faucet with a white cast iron
farmhouse-style sink and champagne gold
cabinet hardware.

2

APPLIANCES

Homeowners have fallen in love with
black stainless appliances. They are sleek,
they are sophisticated, they are new, & best
of all they don’t show [as many] fingerprints.
Depending on your cabinetry, the black
stainless can either blend with the design or
can act as a contrasting element in the space.
Either way, we love it!

3

COUNTERTOPS

Are you ready to add an intense impact
to your kitchen? Consider using Cambria’s
Blackpool Matte Quartz Countertop. You
could get lost in this countertop, just like you
would gazing up at the stars in a moonless
black sky. Absolutely stunning!

© Cambria USA

Cambria’s Blackpool Matte Quartz Countertop

Your home should be a
reflection of you and your
style. So, whether your matte
black finishes are classic and
simple or extravagant and
fearless, own it!

If you’re looking for something a little more
refined, check out Cambria’s Edinburough.
Though softer and more muted in color, it’s
equally as beautiful.

4

TILE

A solid matte black backsplash tile could be
a complement to a marble-look countertop,
highlighting the veining of the counter. Or
perhaps it could serve as a clean backdrop to a
kitchen with darker finishes.
For an art-deco feel in your space, add a
black and white encaustic tile backsplash to
complete the look of your sleek and simple
slab cabinetry and solid-toned countertops.

5

CABINETRY

Looking for a something a little bolder
that will really make heads turn? Design your
entire kitchen around black cabinetry. While
it definitely adds a bit of drama to your home,
designed right, it can also add a touch of class,
sophistication, and spunk!

Your home should be a reflection of you
and your style. So, whether your matte black
finishes are classic and simple or extravagant
and fearless, own it! Love where you live and
let your design speak for itself.
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Kohler Konnect:

THE NEXT
EVOLUTION OF
B AT H R O O M S
Let’s face it, your morning routine can be a little
mundane. Wake up, shower, brush your teeth, fix your hair,
put on make-up and off you go. It’s that time of day when
you are preparing your best self to go out and face the
world, so shouldn’t the experience offer more? KOHLER
Konnect, a collection of smart home products from Kohler,
will elevate the everyday bathroom to be more efficient,
more relaxing, and more of an experience to enjoy.

KOHLER KONNECT APP
Available on iOS and Android, KOHLER Konnect
gives you the control to create your ideal bathroom
experience. “Voice services and connected devices have
become integrated into every facet of the home – with the
notable exception of the bathroom, until now,” said David
Kohler, President and CEO of Kohler Co. “Whether
you’re getting ready for work, helping your children
through their evening bedtime routine or simply in need
of some personal relaxation, KOHLER Konnect is the
next evolution of our leading-edge kitchen and bathroom
innovations that help make these everyday moments
better.”

VERDERA® VOICE LIGHTED
MIRROR WITH AMAZON ALEXA
The centerpiece of the KOHLER Konnect system,
Verdera® allows you to control your smart bathroom via
voice commands. The Verdera® has built-in adjustable
LED lighting, motion activated night-lights, and embedded
Amazon Alexa so you get all the functionality of Amazon
Echo without additional clutter.
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DTV+ SHOWER SYSTEM
Use the pre-programmed temperature and hydrotherapy
setups for a spa-like experience, or create your own presets to
control water temperature, body sprays, music, lighting, steam
and shower duration. With up to six user definable presets,
you can have your favorite morning, post-workout, or evening
shower at the touch of a button or voice-command.

© Kohler USA

NUMI® INTELLIGENT TOILET
This smart toilet has it all, an elongated bowl, motion
activation, colored night lighting, and self-cleaning. Using
the KOHLER Konnect app or touch-screen remote, you
can control the heated seat, foot warmer, lighting, and music.
According to Kohler, “From its striking form to its exceptional
water efficiency, the Numi toilet marks a new standard of
excellence in the bathroom.

PERFECTFILL TECHNOLOGY FOR
T H E B AT H
Although baths are soothing and a wonderful way to wind
down, standing over the tub to monitor the fill and perfect
the temperature can be a hassle. Imagine simply saying “Start
my evening bath”, or just pressing a button in the KOHLER
Konnect app, and the tub is filled to your ideal depth and
temperature. This can be your reality with Kohler’s PerfectFill
technology to control filling, draining, and temperatures so you
can relax and enjoy your bath while Verdera® (Alexa) plays
your favorite music.

© Kohler USA

ACo is excited to help you integrate KOHLER Konnect
products into your next bath renovation and so you can take
your morning routine from mundane to fabulous.

© Kohler USA

Verdera® voice
lighted mirror with
Amazon Alexa
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W H AT Y O U N E E D
TO CONSIDER WHEN

Selecting Your
Countertops
When remodeling, there are many facets to consider: layout, finish,
style, hardware, design, etc. While these elements will influence the
overall aesthetics of your kitchen or bath, you can’t forget the need
for functionality.
And at the epicenter is your countertop – the backbone of your
kitchen, home bar, or bathroom. These surfaces make a significant
impact on your home’s functionality and style.
Now, you have some choices to make in that arena, like whether
you want a bar or counter height, quartz or granite, or maybe even if
you want built-in seating. But before all of that, you have to consider
one thing: your lifestyle.
Are you more eat and entertain or prep and indulge? Do you want
something more cost effective or something more sustainable? The
point is that determining how you’ll use your space and how it fits
into your lifestyle will make decisions like choosing countertops much
easier.
You may know what you want (or not – and our designers can help
you figure it out) but not know how to achieve it. The first step is to
learn about the countertop options available on the market today.
Let’s take a look at some of the most popular, enduring choices.

QUARTZ AND GRANITE
It’s a perennial debate: which is better, granite or quartz?
The short answer is they’re both great. There’s a reason they are
always at the top of the list for luxury kitchens. Quartz countertops
are remarkably durable; you can put hot pans on these surfaces, and
they don’t care. Stains? Gone. Serrated knives and abrasive pads? No
match for quartz. It can mimic stone and is available in a variety of
patterns to give you the look you want.
Quartz can chip around the corners and edges, though, and it
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tends to be more expensive than granite.
Speaking of granite: slabs are all unique, and you can find granite
with intriguing colors and veining. Like quartz, granite countertops
can stand up to cuts, scratches, and heat. It’s not quite as durable or
easy to maintain as quartz but sealing adds protection.
In many respects, it comes down to your personal preferences.
Which will meet your needs best? Again, we can help you make the
right call for your home.
While quartz and granite are exceptional choices, they are far from
the only options open to you. We also love:

MARBLE
Another timeless beauty, marble is exceedingly durable and does
not readily show wear. It is more porous than granite, so staining can
be an issue. You can keep your high-end look with regular sealing –
and keeping those hot pans off the counters!

STAINLESS STEEL
Stylish. Contemporary. Cool.
Industrial. Stainless steel doesn’t have to
end at the sink. Although costlier in terms
of countertops, it is remarkably easy to
clean (just mild soap and a cloth will do it).
It also resists the buildup of bacteria.

WOOD
Really? Yes, really! Butcher block style
wood makes for a cozy cottage vibe.
Keep in mind that wood is porous and
can harbor bacteria. When you’re cutting
meat on your counter, this is obviously
a concern. But properly sealed, wood is
sanitary.

You can even mix countertop materials
for stunning results. Other top contenders
for your consideration:
• Glass
• Recycled (materials include concrete,
paper, plastic, and composite pre- and
post-consumer products)
• Concrete
• Soapstone
• Travertine
• Honed granite
• Polished granite

Overwhelmed by choices? Contact us
or stop by our showroom; we’re happy to
help you explore the possibilities.
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Backsplashes

The Latest and Greatest in

© Shaw USA

KITCHEN
BACKSPLASHES
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“Simple, monochromatic kitchens have had a good long run, so we will
be gravitating toward making a little more impact in their {our clients}
kitchens, whether it’s with bolder color choices or graphic tiles.”

© Shaw USA

© Shaw USA

© Daltile

– AMY SKLAR Sklar Design, Los Angeles

Once used for the functional purpose of protecting walls from every day
cooking messes, the backsplash area of a kitchen is now prime real estate
for adding a bit of personality to the room.
Classic white subway tile isn’t going anywhere, because well…it’s classic.
However, recent trends show homeowners nowadays aren’t afraid to walk
on the wild side when it comes to designing backsplashes. Bright and bold
patterns, textures, and shapes are popping up in kitchens everywhere. Amy
Sklar of Sklar Design located in Los Angeles, California told Elle Decor,
“Simple, monochromatic kitchens have had a good long run, so we will
be gravitating toward making a little more impact in their {our clients}
kitchens, whether it’s with bolder color choices or graphic tiles. Either way,
we predict we will be seeing more pop and punch in kitchens.” And we
couldn’t agree more.
Unique shapes and bright colors pack quite the proverbial punch in
several recent kitchen backsplash designs we have seen. Backsplashes are
now a key design element in a kitchen and are used to help enhance the
overall feel of the space. If you want to keep your kitchen feeling upscale
and traditional, consider an arabesque shape. Want something more
playful? Try a scalloped design, penny rounds, or hexagonal shapes. And as
far as colors are concerned, trends suggest blues, blacks, and hunter greens
are popping up everywhere.
Looking for something even more dramatic? Moroccan encaustic tiles
are all the rage and we can certainly see why. Typically, in an 8”x8” size,
these tiles come in a variety of colors and patterns and are placed together
to create a fun and eye-catching focal point to the kitchen. They are simply
showstoppers.
That said, if these bold shapes and patterns are a little much for you,
but you’re still looking for a fresh update, then keep with the simple white
subway tile. However, consider playing around with the grout color,
orientation, tile size, or texture. Gray, charcoal and even black grout
has become increasingly popular. It creates a bit of interest to a neutral
backdrop and allows the tile and the brick pattern to visually add texture to
the room.
Adjusting the orientation of the way the tiles are installed is another
way designers create visual interest. Stacked subway tile makes for a more
contemporary design and running them vertically on the wall often gives
the illusion of taller ceilings. If you’re looking for something with a bit
more designer flair, try a chevron or herringbone pattern.
Large format subway tile, like 4”x8”, 3”x12” and even 4”x16” are
gaining popularity as well. Designers suggest larger format tile can make
the space feel bigger. And beveled subway tile is an easy way to add a touch
of sophistication to an otherwise basic splash. But if basic is your thing,
then subtly spice it up with a matte finish.
Get inspired and refresh your kitchen backsplash!
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C U S TO M I Z E D
APPLIANCES
© Viking

for Your Life and Style
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© Viking

The Color and Style of Customized
Appliances
Stainless steel is sleek. Black is classic.
White is chic. But if you have a hunger
for color, you’ll find it with top appliance
manufacturers.

You can see the difference a pop of color
makes with these appliances from Viking.
Shades range from cool and classic to bold
and beautiful, and virtually everything in
between. So do styles. Retro-inspired ranges
from Big Chill, for example, feature periodinspired details, pivoting handles, authentic
chrome trim, and a powder coat finish that’ll

LIFE MADE EASIER
WITH CUSTOMIZED
APPLIANCES
When building or remodeling a home, it’s
often the little touches that end up making a
big difference for day to day living. A feature
as simple as convenient refrigerator bins can
make it easier to store your must-have kitchen
staples.
This 36-inch refrigerator from Thermador,
for example, features different configurations.
Love little bins to store produce, dairy, parentapproved snacks for the kids, and other small
odds and ends? You can have them. Maybe
you prefer larger shelves to accommodate
drinks, dressings, and condiments neatly. It’s
up to you. Appliances that can help you stay
organized? Now, that’s smart!
Did Someone Say “Smart”? Smart
Customized Appliances You’ll Love
“Hey, Alexa, ask Whirlpool to do the
dishes.”
Whirlpool has integrated Alexa technology
into its appliances, allowing you to tell your
trusty digital assistant to operate the oven,
range, microwave, dishwasher, washer and
dryer, and refrigerator with simple voice
commands.

Say you’re roasting some delicious
dinner for the family but get caught up with
homework. “Alexa, ask Whirlpool to keep the
oven warm.” You hit the books; your meal
stays at the perfect temperature for you to
enjoy when you’re done.
You can control your appliances from
anywhere via your smartphone or tablet,
use scan to cook technology, and utilize the
handy touch screen to complete tasks. It’s easy,
convenient, functional, and you know what?
It’s also fun!

© Whirlpool USA

Decisions, decisions, decisions! When
you are building or remodeling your dream
home, the choices never end. It can be
overwhelming – or exciting. Customized and
smart appliances empower you to bring your
vibrant, convenient, clean, streamlined vision
to life.

keep appliances looking new for years. They
may look like blasts from the past, but rest
assured they deliver modern functionality!
Big Chill also offers Pro and Classic
collections. With hundreds of options
from which to choose, you can customize
your kitchen in ways you may have never
imagined.

© Thermador

ONE SIZE (OR COLOR
O R C O N F I G U R AT I O N ! )
DOES NOT FIT ALL

© Big Chill

Do you love where you live? Would you
love it even more if you had customized
appliances to suit both your lifestyle and your
personal style?
If you thought black, white, gray, and
stainless were the extent of your choices,
you’ll be happy to know that today’s appliance
manufacturers deliver an extensive range of
options (including a range of ranges!) to meet
your needs. There’s love, then there’s love!

Customized appliances are designed
to work for you. Your lifestyle. Your
needs. Your style. Make your house truly,
uniquely home with options that deliver
convenience, ease, and beauty.

Stainless steel is sleek. Black is classic.
White is chic. But if you have a hunger
for color, you’ll find it with top appliance
manufacturers.
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PROPER CARE
for Your Flooring
CARPET
Warm and fuzzy, or soft and smooth. Nothing says comfort like carpet.
A soft, plush carpet that feels great on bare feet can be one of the greatest
comforts of home. Carpet flooring is also a great way to add color and texture,
and the options available are nearly endless.
Of course, comfort isn’t the only thing to consider. For many of our clients,
especially those with families, durability is a concern as well. You want carpet
that will look great and stand the test of time. Part of that durability comes
from properly caring for your carpet. Here a few tips to make sure your carpet
stands up to the messes your family throws at it as well as the inevitable passage
of time.
The most important step to maintaining your carpet is regular vacuuming.
This helps prevent soil, dust, and debris that is tracked in or accumulates from
building up over time and becoming embedded in your carpet.
One overlooked care tip is to trim any snags as soon as you see them with
a pair of scissors. By trimming these small snags, you prevent them from
becoming a large, unsightly pull.
For stains, spills, or tracked in mud be sure to clean it up immediately! Start
by removing any solid material. Next, use warm water and a clean rag to blot
up the spot. Use cleaning products sparingly, and make sure to rinse it clean.
Finally, vacuum back and forth over the stain until completely clean. Repeat
blotting with warm water if needed.
If you have young children, pets, or other high traffic in your home,
consider professional cleaning once per year. Otherwise, once every two years
is a good idea to prevent build-up over time.
ACo offers a wide selection of high-quality carpet that doesn’t skimp on
style. We’ve got several fashionable options that are great for the high-traffic
areas of your home. We even carry Shaw’s Life Happens line of Life Guard
carpet, which is waterproof and the “cleanest carpet for healthy living.” Life
Guard carpet is engineered with waterproof backing, preventing any soakage
into the carpet or even worse, carpet pad! Similar to a stain resistant fabric,
liquids bead for an easy clean up so you can spend those moments enjoying
more of what you love.
No matter the carpet you choose, taking care of it will help extend the years
you get to enjoy it.
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TILE FLOORS

Start by cleaning up any loose dirt or
debris. Vacuum or sweep your floors, and for
wall tiles use a rag and warm water. Next,
you will want to use a clean rag or chamois
style mop and a mild detergent to clean
your floors. You can also use a non-abrasive
all-purpose cleaner, but it’s important not to
use acidic cleaners on any natural stone tiles.
Be sure to rinse your floors clean to avoid
any residue and wipe them down with a dry
cloth to avoid water spots.
Keep in mind that you should vacuum
approximately once a week and mop your
tile floors around every two weeks to once
per month depending on how high traffic
the room is.
Periodically, you may want to clean your
grout as well. The best practice for cleaning
grout is to use a homemade paste made
from baking soda and water and scrub
it lightly with a nylon brush. For tough
grout stains, you can leave this mixture on
overnight and scrub away with warm water
the following day. Harsh chemical cleaners
and metal brushes can damage your grout
and destroy the seal, so using gentler
cleaners helps extend the life of your tile and
grout.
Once you’ve chosen that gorgeous tile,
extend it’s life and your enjoyment by
properly maintaining it!

© Shaw USA

If you’re looking for flooring that is clean,
versatile, and durable, tile floors may be the
right choice for you. Tile has been a flooring
choice for centuries, and when combined
with modern chemistry, tile and mortar can
last for your lifetime and beyond. If you’re
looking for a flooring option that will stand
the test of time and is easy to care for, this
is it.
Tile is natural, easy to maintain, scratch
and water resistant, and doesn’t fade. It’s
great for interior and exterior floors, and
it’s even fire resistant. There’s a reason tile
has been used for generations! Tile floors
are a great choice for kitchen flooring or
bathroom flooring.
Ceramic tile is made from clay materials
and can be either glazed or unglazed.
Porcelain tile is made from the same
materials as clay but is mixed with a material
called feldspar to create a very durable and
waterproof product.
Stone tile is available in as many options
as there are types of stone. Some of the
most popular are marble, granite, travertine,
and slate. With stone tile, you can opt for a
natural finished, a honed finish, or one that
is more polished.
Glass tile is a great decorative choice due
to its beautiful depth of color. It’s incredibly
durable and easy to clean and maintain.

So how do you properly clean and
maintain your tile?
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HARDWOOD FLOORS
Those new hardwood floors are installed,
and you are finally living your best life at
home! With all the conflicting information
for unique flooring products online, you
might be wondering how to clean your
new floor coverings! Do you use a steamer,
vacuum, mop, chemicals, water only?! Not
to worry, ACo and Shaw floors have you
covered with a quick-to-follow 4-step guide.
Some days we might not be thrilled to
clean, but it should be easy when we are
ready. We can now have a pep in our step
to grab that hard surface cleaner and get to
work.

4-step Guide
To Cleaning
Hardwood Floors
1
Sweep, dust or vacuum the floor
regularly to avoid a collection of dust
and dirt that could scratch or dull
hardwood floors.

© Shaw USA

2
Periodically clean the floor with
cleaning products made specifically
for pre-finished hardwood floor care,
such as Shaw’s R2X Hard Surface
Cleaner. It’s always a safe bet to
check the manufacturer’s care guide
before trying any untested product.

3

It’s always a
safe bet to
check the
manufacturer’s
care guide
before trying
any untested
product.
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For spots such as candle wax or
chewing gum, harden the spot with
ice and then gently scrape with a
plastic scraper, such as a credit card.
Be careful not to scratch the
flooring surface. Wipe clean with a
damp cloth.

4
For tough stains, you may need to
use a heavy-duty stain remover made
specifically for hardwood floors.

Cabinets
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A Guide to
CLEANING CABINE TS
Kitchen cabinets are located in one of the most dirt-prone areas of
the home – the kitchen. Grease, food spills, and splattered food result
from cooking. In addition, dirty or sticky hands from both children and
adults can quickly dirty your cabinetry. Although grease isn’t as much
of a problem in the bathroom, dirt and stains can still build up over
time and it is important to clean all of your cabinets properly.

CLEANING PRODUCTS GUIDELINE
Regular cleaning can help reduce the build-up on cabinets and
makes it easier to remove bigger spills or spots when they occur. The
cleaning method you should use depends on the material your cabinets
are made from.
All-purpose cleaners can generally be used on cabinet surfaces.
Read the label carefully before using any product on your cabinetry.
Information is included for consumers regarding surfaces where a
cleaner is safe and those it can damage. To be safe, always test the
cleaner on an area that is hidden before using it on the entire cabinet.
Rinse and dry to remove any residue.

W H A T A B O U T E N V I R O N M E N T A L LY
F R I E N D LY S O L U T I O N S ?
If you or a family member is sensitive to a specific chemical or you
want to use more environmentally conscious cleaners as opposed to
household chemicals in common cleaners, there are environmentally
friendly alternatives right in your own kitchen.
• White vinegar or lemon juice can be mixed with water to clean
grease from cabinets.

• Baking soda or club soda can be used to
remove staining.
• In both cases, rinse with water and dry
with a lint free cloth after cleaning.

CLEANING WOOD
KITCHEN CABINETS
• Spray cleaners that are made for wood
furniture can be used on cabinets.
• Check to be sure the product you purchase is safe for your finish.
• Follow the directions carefully when using the cleaning product.
• Don’t forget to test a spot before using the cleaner, even if the can
states that it’s good for your finish.
• Some wood cleaners are flammable. This information will be
included on the warning label. Be sure to keep them away from
flame or other heat sources—burning candles, your meal in
progress on the stove, etc. Pay special attention to this warning if
you have a gas stove or other appliance with a pilot light. The last
thing you want to have happen is a spark to be ignited, causing a
fire in the kitchen.
• Be mindful that sometimes cleaning wood cabinets may dull the
finish. If this happens, you can restore the shine with furniture
polish. Furniture wax can also be used to improve your finish.

CLEANING HARDWARE ON KITCHEN
CABINETS
The hardware on your cabinets can get the same grease and grime
build-up that your cabinets get from foods. It’s generally recommended
to clean your hardware before cleaning your cabinets.
The cleaner you should use for your hardware depends on the
material, and cleaners and polishes are commercially available for
every type of metal. The most important thing is to simply be sure that
the cleaner you choose is suitable for your hardware. Using the wrong
cleaner could damage the handles and cost you money in replacing
them.   
Regular cleaning with the right products will help maintain your
cabinets and keep them as beautiful as the day they were installed.
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The Ramsey Project

The Blue Ribbon Bath
After living in their home with a carpeted master bath and overall outdated design, ACo clients
Remington and Sarah Ramsey were ready for a renovation. Without a completely clear vision, the Ramsey
Family visited ACo’s Carmel showroom and knew they wanted a big change with a “Blue Ribbon” design
for their master bathroom.
“All the best bath designs had a Blue Ribbon, and I wasn’t sure what we were going to do in our bath,
but we were going to gut it and at the end, I wanted a
Blue Ribbon,” Remington says. ACo design professional, Dani
Kohl, stepped in to listen and deliver their needs and desires for
a complete and updated master bathroom plan.
“Once it was complete, even
“When I originally thought about putting a sauna in our
down to the detail of white
bathroom, I just thought about the saunas you see at the home
paint, the design changed
shows and wondered how could we have a stand-alone sauna
the entire space and it’s
in our bathroom without taking up too much of the space?”
beyond everything we
Remington says.
wanted and more.”
Kohl’s design gave the clients exactly what they had asked
– REMINGTON RAMSEY
for. “Once it was complete, even down to the detail of white
ACo client
paint, the design changed the entire space and it’s beyond
everything we wanted and more,” Remington adds.
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For our experienced ACo project manager it was an
exciting project, and he thought the plans looked amazing.
As a kitchen and bath remodeling company, ACo has
managed many successful project renovations, but the
sauna added an uncommon and unique rejuvenating
feature for the Ramsey family. Not only did the master
bath include a fresh take on a tile-glass-combo shower and
sauna but also included a relaxing soaking tub and double
vanity with massive storage drawers for all their bath needs.
Finishing touches such as chrome Delta faucets with a
mixture of warm tile and cool cabinet colors brought the
aesthetic together nicely.

Not only did the
master bath include
a fresh take on a
tile-glass-combo
shower and sauna
but also included
a relaxing soaking
tub and double
vanity with massive
storage drawers for
the Ramsey family’s
bath needs.
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Drab to Fab

The Drab to Fab Project

Kitchen, Bath
& Laundry
Room
Remodel

BEFORE

AFTER
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The client-designer partnership in this kitchen, bath and
laundry room remodel was practically a fairy-tale story.
While talking with both ACo‘s designer, Carlie CrousoreSuski and her client about the beginning inspiration, process
and end result – their answers were nearly the same. Lighter,
brighter, “everything” is what they both love in the new
design.
It started when ACo renovated the Masthead project in
Fishers and opened the kitchen reveal to neighbors, friends
and clients. The prospective client instantly fell in love with
the design and designer, Carlie. Years later, Carlie received
a call.
“It took her some time to realize she was ready, but once
she was, I met with and learned about her wishes for the
space,” Carlie says. “From there, I had a great idea of what

AFTER

BEFORE

she was looking for in a custom kitchen and bath.”
As you may notice from before images, the
kitchen, powder bath and laundry were dark,
divided and displayed poor lighting elements.
“By shifting tall items to one side of the room,
this allowed us to knock down the wall between
the kitchen and dining room to create an open
concept with glass doors, glass shelves, open wine
storage and great lighting,” Carlie says. “One of
my fears of the new design was losing storage, but
I actually have more functional storage now,” the
client said.
The kitchen and powder bath were designed
with fully custom cabinetry from ACo.
“To state it simply, if you can dream it, we can
build it,” Carlie says.
Equipped in her client’s kitchen are spice racks,
flatware dividers, tray dividers, roll out trays
and the cutest and most functional wine storage
niche – accessible from both the kitchen and
dining room. Just off the kitchen, a powder bath
renovation used the same cabinet line.
“My husband loves his new bath with operating
drawers in the vanity for storage,” the client says.
“I wanted it to look more like a furniture piece.
The outcome was the perfect compromise.
He’s also thrilled with the amount of light in his
bathroom.”
After seeing this flawless renovation story and
beautiful design it’s hard not to catch the home
redo fever.

“My husband loves his new bath with
operating drawers in the vanity for storage. I
wanted it to look more like a furniture piece.
The outcome was the perfect compromise.
He’s also thrilled with the amount of light in
his bathroom.”
– HOMEOWNER
ACo client

AFTER

BEFORE

Before the remodel,
the client’s kitchen,
bathroom and
laundry room were
dark, divided and
had poor lighting
elements. The new
design features
a brighter, open
concept with
functional storage
and great lighting.
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CUSTOMER STORIES

\

Higgins

The Higgins Project

Simple, Clean & Dramatic
Reflects Personal Style
Drawing inspiration from well-known designer and
blogger, Becki Owens, this trendy homeowner had a clear
vision of what she wanted her Meridian-Kessler home to
become. She just needed a little assistance bringing that
vision to life.
It only took one meeting for ACo Designers, Amanda
Wagoner and Kayley Vargo, to understand the client’s
style – simple, clean and dramatic. In the hall bathroom,
Amanda and Kayley devised a modest color palette
consisting of white, black, & gold.
“I love the streamlined colors, and the patterned floor
tile really adds a punch of character,” the homeowner
said.
Knowing the client was looking for the bathroom
to appear larger, Amanda and Kayley kept the same
footprint but added more visual square footage by
removing a wall and replacing the existing tub with a
stand-up shower complete with a clear frameless glass
enclosure. They also designed a custom floating vanity
adding more floor space which allowed the eye-catching
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floor tile to become the focal point of the room. They
eliminated the bulkhead running above the vanity and
converted the linen closet into open storage, making this
bathroom nearly unrecognizable.
The client wanted her style and taste to be seen
throughout her whole home, not just in her hall bathroom.
In the kitchen, Amanda and Kayley kept with the neutral
color palette. The space had good bones; it just needed a
little TLC. All the kitchen cabinets received new shaker
style doors as well as a fresh coat of white paint. The
applied trim moldings, hood, and island were squared off
for a more contemporary look, and a classic white subway
tile backsplash was designed to provide a clean backdrop
for the room. The once dark countertops were replaced
with a crisp white marble-look quartz keeping the space
current, refreshing, and airy.
“These spaces fit my style perfectly now,” the
homeowner enthused. “Amanda and Kayley were able
to take my ideas and really give both the kitchen and
bathroom a dramatic wow factor. I love it.”

“I love the streamlined colors, and the
patterned floor tile really adds a punch
of character,”
– HOMEOWNER
ACo client
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ACo Facebook Live
DESIGNER CHAT
Every Friday at 2:30pm
facebook.com/liveaco
Chat with our design team Fridays at 2:30pm on Facebook Live to learn more about how we can
help you love where you live! Quarantine got you down? Let’s talk design!
Each week we will cover a different topic on Facebook Live about home design and remodeling.
From kitchens and bathrooms to what you can expect during a remodel, we are here to address
your questions and chat about what we do best!
Visit liveaco.com
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